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of REPORT 2H) EXCITING.
The Testimonies speak of such whose

you are Honest’)

and Entranced in’EXPECTATION of something 
that never cornes. Tor when it comes it 
will be ^CONTRARY to any human Hanning.11’ 
And what they have is only human Hanning 
And ‘'‘CONTRARY41 moans the very opposite of. 
o—o—o^o^’O^o TM" 300.
True Health Reform does have a Power and 
does have its Miracles - but unseen and 
unknown by those bound in the Old Super
stitions -'looking for it to come" accept
able to the TO.' (Like looking for True' 
Love on the Stage J When she is found far 
away from there. In the Days of LOT and

DA I40A.
. Those ever living in expectation of some' 
EXCITEMENT or other in their RELIGIOUS or 
in their LOVE-LIFE - end up having their ' 
EMOTIONS pulled once this way - once that, 
until they are literally at Sea, cast 
about by every now Wind of Doctrine. End 
up believing the Last one that spoke to 
them. nEver learning and never able to 
come to a knowledge of the Truths 

DRUGS*
Just like the DRUGGERS and the ADVENTISTS, 
having some' new wonderful “CURE® or the 

in" Emotionalism* ERROR is EMOTION- ” RL0UD* CRT4 ever around that mythical 
TRUTH never is* Write this in your Book* Corner - keeping their followers Duped 

, this is 
But do" not
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IN WHOM IS FOUND NO GUILE.
“If NATHANAEL had TRUSTED to the Rabbis 
for guidance. lie would NEVER have found 
JESUS, While they ’TRUST to the guidance 
of HUMAN AUTHORITY - NONE will come to a 
SAVING knowledge of the TRUTH* Like NATHA
NAEL, we need to study God-3 Word. FOR OUR
SELVES ... in the SECRET place of Prayer
O—O'rO‘-’O—O—O

conti^on of wz
we were'wt satisfied the CHASE to revive it 

we saw room for Improvement. But their EMOTIONS' - soon find they have "lost 
all CONTROL and with it APPRECIATION, For 
you APPRECIATE only what you hold VALUABLE 
and DEAR. The SCATTERING of EFFECTIONS

% This all HARLOTS " 
eventually realize - and' a large percentage 
of those on the'Stage end up SUICIDES."Yet 
while they lived - they palmned off the 
Notion that they only knew all about LOVE. 
Just like some Preachers who know LESS than 
the Boy behind the How* For' both the' 
Preacher and the Actress learned it from 
the PROFESSIONALS, and thus they were Be
guiled and had two Counts against them be
fore they had a fair start0 Read this

Worship? You choose to deny this? It is ’all again and yet again:
___ S * - ~r * a c u • ’ ’rt’r ’ • • -r-tATT'nTrs KTA «TTT*iFTnthrough his Papers. It is in his’ Charts. 

Re-read this Paper and re-examine the’ Proof 
Thon do as we do « read it again at least 
once a month. And the more often you road 
it the more the%Convict!on will grow (if

- Light and Realization 
will Shine forth in the knowledge' that 
what Brinsmead has - is the Darkness of the 
Pit and of Hell, It is the Doctrine of 
Devils wo wore told to Watch fori 

Dec. 27, 1968.
This day, as the New Year draws on - it 
would be fitting to resolve that you & I 
will not be so Quick to espouse nor accept 
any Doctrine th^t does not pass careful 
Inspection., Nor will we be so Slow in 
accepting that which is obviously Truth.
O—O—O—O—O—O
Nor will we accept anything just'"because 
OTHERS do, no matter WHO they are. Let the 
Message' speak for itself,” it need not be 
grounded 
AL* 
TRUTH may be Emotional just”to YOU 
as it should be - like LOVE.
look for it to so effect OTHERS, for "if it 
does - there is something very WRONG. 
Neither true LOVE nor TRUTH needs a CROWD 
to appreciate it0 The CROWD will be’'where 
the Bright Lights of the HARLOTS are.

YEARS before Prinsmead came along"”-" 
certain Shepherd’s Rod devotees who were 
so" SECRETLY, not Honest enough to come"out 
and ADMIT it - would ask those they had 
not seen for some time: “What is NEW? What 
is EXCITING?® EW 116. MB 208. T3:448.

23- «2II. YOU WILL IWFR 
Unless you are a Writer, you will never — ---------------- ----- -- -----  ------
know how much CARE and TIMS if takes - and "DECAYING EMOTIONS" need to be wrought up 
the tremendous Back-Log of Studs' required, periodically, else they feel they have lost 
to put out cwh a Paper as this.Dpt,^. „ their Religion. TRUE LOVE is satisfied with 

o-o-o-o-o-o oontlr,of J01® AlONE - it needs not the EXCITERENT of
Many of our Papers «> we wereJfhbt satisfied the CHASE to revive it. These who SCATTER 
with them, 
not so with this Paper* This is the most' 
detailed & comprehensive Publication ever” 
put out to Expose tho'Brincmead deception.
We have read & re-read it during the Months obtains LESS - not MORE 
it took to prepare itJ We see nothing to 
change. fr. deoi(j^sie.r in 2
o-o-o-o-o-o u Fop —ug to Parts J 
If this Paper fails' to move those sunk in 
the Brihsmead mastei^deception - then we 
look for NOTHING to move~them. Their case 
is about Hopeless- What else can be said? 

THE FIRST APARTMENT - ” ’ ’ ~ ’
Who'wants to Worship in the 1st. Apartment 
where Brinsmead and the Devil want us to



^211. Noah there was NO CHURCH - 
no CRCWD, no MOB - that accepted" the^TRUTH. 
And so it shall be “AGAIN.” If we are look
ing for anything else - we are looking" the 
wrong Way* It will be “CONTRARY11 to bur “ 
human PLanning. TM 300.507© Nor while the 
CHURCHES and the HARLOTS look “for UNITY - 
the Lord calls for SEPARATION. And" this is 
the Cross that will be Hard to Bear and 
this is “JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.11 
Not some one else^© You linist Love it alone 

"THE FAITH. ............ .
The Hopped®up Prophetic Opiates handed out 
by Brinsmead is the False’ Hope of a Character- 
Change in the Too«Late Hour. That is all 
there is to that Doctrine." And that'is all 
that is required to Beguile,. to Entrance, 
to Spell-Bind, to Delight, to He a so - those 
who. do not want the Hard Way of SEIF-control 
and SEIF-denial. And that DAILY.

■ THE DEVIL© "" ' '.......
The Devil wants you to believe two things:
(1) To believe that you ARE Sinless merely 
by a Wish and a' Prayere
(2) Or the other Type of MAGIC - that God 
will do it all . If DAVID would have gone'by 
THAT - he would NEVER have been Forgiven. 
If the PRODIGAL SON had gone by THAT - he 
would NEVER have left the Pig-Trough. They 
both had to DO something - and so do we have 
to DO something. But the DO-NOTHING and the 
KNOW-NOTH Il’Ur Programme is certainly going 
to be more Popular. and people will pay their 
money for it - just like they do for tho 
BRIGHT-LIGHT ACTS - the HONKEY-TONK RELIGIOUS find it 
SHOWS - that are EXCITING and PLEASE the 
MULTITUDES - but are EMPTY" & WORTHLESS. 
True Values are not learned from them.

“I AM SAVED?1 
It is NAUSEOUS to behold one who thus vaunts 
his own SEiF-righwousness, his own BIGOTRY, 
PUFFED-UP in his own Fleshly-mind. And if 
we do nothing else' but OPPOSE that Billy 
Graham - Oral Roberts - BABYLON" Doctrine - 
out Work will be well done - for it was the 
Work that Christ arid His Apostles did. 
WOE UNTO THE RICH?’ “BLESSED" ARE THE POOR 
IN SPIRIT - for of such is the Kingdom of 
Heaven?’ “WOE UNTO. YOU SCRIBES-HI ARISES SJ« 

’ ' THE JEWS .
They undermined the Teachings of the JEWS^ 
that they were SAVED because they belonged " 
to a certain CHURCH, and wore" the' ORLY people 
that God could Bless. This proved to be a 
Fatal Deception© This' was the major Battle 
THEN' - it is the major Battle NON. GOLD is 
where you find it - and the SPIRIT goeth 
inhere it listeth®. It cannot bo COMBINED in 
the Walls of a SYNAGOGUE or DENOMINATION.

THE FALSE AWAKENING©
Brinsmead & Wright of Australia - with 
the Blessing and Encouragement of HUDSON- 
RUE-HIEBERT.-DURST-RADER-PESTES-& COMPANY 
who go by JONES-WAGGONER-A.G .DANIELLS 
after I88S are winning people to the SAM® 
PHILOSOPHIES employed by BABYLON - but 
using different TERMINOLOGY to say the 

' SAME THINGS - it is the SAME MENTAL ' 
Your Faith© CONDITION! “I am SINLESS?-1 “I am HOLY?’ 

© “I am SANCTIFIED?5 “I am SAVED?1 What - 
pray tell « is the “DIFFERENCE?

GC 464-471.
The page "of all pages in the Testi

monies - GO 464. This 'bells us of the 
FALSE REFORMATIONS that are to come - and 
do not forgot to read GC 471 which PIN
POINTS' what they will be Teaching. Look 
for these very words: “FAITH ALONE.11 “NO 
FURTHER EFFORT .*

THEN READ THIS": 
l!But His angels 'LEFT those who MADE NO 
EFFORT.” EW 270© 
O-O-O-O-O^O-O-O-O-O-6-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O 

CHARACTER.
The Doctrine that CHARACTER will'be GIVEN 
to you as Brinsmead & Wright hold it - " 
is the Doctrine of “NO EFFORT ?’ And they 
Teach that and'they learned it from OCR 
and the President of tho SDA’ CHURCH - 
A0G ©DANIELLS in his Book pt15-22o Just 
DRIFT with other DRIFT - no FIGHTING -" 
no STRIVING - no WORKS - no EFFORT. For' 
EASY is the WAY - and MANY there be that 

. That is why this SAME GANG do 
not want the Truth of the 144,000 but 
want that “INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE® that' 
no man can Number© The Way is nor/ EASY J 
“FEW THERE BE THAT FIND IT?” Away with 
that Rubbish! will throw the Gates 
WIDE OPEN! And so they thought in the 
Days of Lot & Noah and so they STAYED in' 
the warmth"and comfort of the MULTITUDES© 
Because the “LOVE CF GGDU could never 
destroy such an upright people as this.
I keep the Sabbath because “I AM SAVEDJ”' 
Or the equally"delightful Intoxicant that 
makes the senses reel - and creates" a 
Thirst for more of the same - either a 
HOLINESS that is PAST TENSE - or one to 
be done by ARBITRARY MEANS - by a MTRAOIE 
CF GRACE. CHARACTER-CHANGE by a MIRACLE* 

THE FACT CF THE NATTER©
While tne Fact of the matter is that a 
CHANGE of Character is tho NOBLEST and 
the HARDEST"Achievment in the History' of 
the Universe, It could not be done for 
the Angels© It is only done for Mian. 
And it is a PROCESS. DAY by DAY.
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someth v/hen no man can WORK. This is the ' • 
Message of the Bible & the Testimonies - 
it is the Message of PREPARATION. Any other 
Message is SPURIOUS. " ", -

FOOLISH HERESIES - NOTHINGNESS.
“In the days of the Apostles the most FOOL- 
ISH HERESIES v;cre presented as TRUTH. History 
has been and will be Repeated? There will

to the OBEDIENT
... “Sanctify them 

through thyTruth; thy Word is Truth.” 
(John 17:17)*.. The Time of Probation 
is given us that we may PERFECT a CHARAC
TER fit for Eternity*.* There' is' Power’ 
in*Him to Purify the heart’and transform 

. the CHARACTER.” SM I:3IS-9.
0—0®* O—O—O—O ' :
“By BEHOLDING we are to become CHANGED., 
It is by Faith in th© Son of God that 
TRANSFORMATION takes place in the CHARAC
TER ec,.'1-Joy shall be in Heaven over one 
SINNER that Repenteth, more than over 
ninety" & nine JUST persons? which NEE]) 
NO Repentance?1 (Luke 15:7)*“ SM 12338-9. 
O *■ O—O—0 —O—0 
“The work of Grace upon the heart is not 
an INSTANTANEOUS work* It is effected by 

f continuous, DAILY watching & believing 
[90. And ministering .

Angels will aid him as he perseveres in 
his EFFORTS to advance.” Ev. 287.
O—O—O—O—o—o
“Knowledge harmoniously blended with a 
Christlike CHARACTER will” male© a person 
truly a LIGHT to the World. God works 
with human EFFORTSFCE 119® »
0—O 0 ” O ‘TmJc-O

“Besetting sins must bo BATTLED with and 
OVERCOME c Objectionable traits of CHARAC
TER, whether hereditary or cultivated, 
should be taken up separately, and compared 

^BEFORE the work is closed"up and the SEALING with the great Rule of Righteousness; and 
of God’s people is finished,-we i 
the outpouring of th© Spirit of'God. Angels 1 
from Heaven will be in‘our midst. The PRESENT OVERCOME' 
is a FITTING-UP TIME..?1 SM I:III. “ ‘
0—c—o—o—o—o 
“J©sus did not com© to ASTONISH men with 
some GREAT ANNOUNCEMENT of some SPECIAL TIME 
when some GREAT EVENT would occur..He did 
not come to AROUSE and GRATIFY CURIOSITY; ■' 
for He knew'that this would but INCREASE the 
APPETITE for the CURIOUS. & the MARVELOUS... 
our CHARACTERS may be TRANSFORMED.,-This, is 
the CHANGE we need TODAY.” SM 1:187.

shall receive in the Light reflected'from -the Word of 
God, they should be firmly RESISTED and’

7 through the strength of Jesus.
... Thete is a Heaven, and 0, how‘earnest
ly we should STRIVE to reach it.,.'You 
must FIGHT the good FIGHT of Faith* You’ 
must be VJRESTT.ER3;for the Crown of Life. 
STRIVE, for the grasp of Satan is upon 
you; and if you do not wrench yourselves’ 
from him, you will be palsied & ruined... 
•you must trample him under your feet. 
STRIVE, for there is a Crown to b© won*' 
STRIVE, for if you win not’ the Crown,you 
lose EVERYTHING..FOE 13 6-7.

25- W. A PROCESS IS NOT ■ A ’I.URACLE ’ PERFECTION.
It is the WORK of a LIFETIME. It is STRIVING “PERFECTION of CHARACTER is attainable 
to enter in. It is SEEKING with all your by every one who STRIVES for it. This is
Heart. WORK while it is Day for the. NIGHT mad© the very foundation of th© NEW COVE

NANT of the Gospel.” SM It2l2. 
0—0—0—0—0—o 
“If you sit down with th© ease-loving 
ones, with th© words on your lips, “I’AM 
SAVED,”... you will be eternally LOST. 
There is Truth in Jesus that is terrible 
to the ease-loving, DO-NOTHING ones. 
Thoro io Truth in Jesus that is fall of 

always be those who,, though apparently cohsci- soothing Joy to the CBEDIENT. It is the 
entious, will grasp at the Shadow, preferring Joy of the Holy Ghost 
it to the substance. They take error’in"the 
place of Truth, because error is clothed 
vdth a new garment, which they think covers 
something'wonderful c But let the covering 
be removed, and NOTHINGNESS appears"... The 
minds of the Pharisees were absorbed vjith 
questions of no moment..* These side-issues 
which arise are as hay, wood, Ac stubble 
compared with the Truth'for these Last Days. 
I.* Erroneous theories, with NO AUTHORITY 
from the Word"of God, will come in on the 
right hand and th© left, and to"WEAKLINGS 
these theories will appear as Truth which 
makes Wise* But they aie as NOTHINGNESS. 
And yet many Church-Members have become so 
wll SATISFIED with CHEAP FOOD that they’ 
have DYSPEPTIC RELIGION?1 SM 1:162-3,171.

CHARACTER...
“So long as they refuse to turn' from iniquity the promises of God 
they cannot devlop a CHARACTER that will 
stand in the great day of Judgment.“SM 1:52. 
Qb»0b»0—0—o—o 
“There is no Bible SANCTIFICATION for those 
who cast a PART of the Truth behind them?’ 
0—0—0—0—0—o TI:33$.
“When men and women have FORTED Characters 
thich God can endorse, when. their^SELF-.' 
denial and SEIF-sacrifIce have been fully 
made, when they are READY, for the FINAL'TEST 
READY to be introduced into God’s Family..?1 
0—0—0—0—0—o ’ r SM I:QO/lo



26- $211. (THIS ONE QUOTATION FROM TIi6l9 IS ALL THAT IS REQUIRED TO UTTERLY DESTROY

n

-what have you to say about' 
I know well enough how you have W

W (WHAW? 'NOT COMPLETE???)
9oO he will NOT’ be content to REMAIN

with the UTMOST 
our' 

n
W o-o-o-o-o-o LIKE"BRINSMEAD - ever changing 

namely, CLEANSING .THEMSELVES,, TI:6I9» W color 'bo suit the surroundings - Theologi-
o—o—o—o—o^o—o—o«-jo—o^o—o—o—o®o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o cal CHAMELEONS, 
Well WRIGHT -.-what have you to say about' W p.I3- aWe mast DO our part or PERISH.11 
that? Ch, I know well enough how you have W o-o~o-o-o-o 
TWISTED and MODIFIED your POSITIVE ASSERTIONS 
under the influence of MORGAN & Companye So 
that now you pretend to Teach the same as 
anyone else -.but after MIXING in a bit of 
TRUTH - you end.' up with this? 
“CONCLUSION. And so by nourishing the new 
EXPERIENCE. ..by REFUSING TO DOUBT -that the 
Lord HAS DONE (PAST TENSE? *1 AM SAVED?7) 
HAS DONE THE WORK IN YOU (Wonderful - Isn’t 
it? Now you can sit in your Easy-Chair with 
the full assurance that you‘are “COMPLETE” 
and “HOLY11 and all SAVED up? But just a" 
while back you were urging your followers ’ 
to DAILY STRIVE & COME UP TO THE STANDARD’ 
WHY?- if it HAS BEEN DONE’) 
o—o—o—o—o—o. * MORE WRIGHT« 
4!ooo refusing to ever doubt'that the Lord 
HAS DONE the work in you and GIVEN YOU son- 
ship. c> by NEVER ATTEMPTING TO FIGHT the 
Battle that” the Lord ALONE can Fight? (YES? 
and what were you saying on pages:‘ 
13- “We must DO our part or perish#11 • ” 
6- “Not as though I HAD already attained, 
either were already H53RECT: but I follow 
AFTER Brethren, I count not myself. $o 
HAVE apprehendeds but this one thing I do, 
forgetting those -things which are behind, 
and reaching forth unto those things, which 
are BEFORE,. I PRESS TOWARD THE MARY... ... 
(Philipians 3 *12-15) • • ADD’ to' your Faith 
ooe And the true, earnest seeker after God 
will find that" there is in him THATTSAME 
URGE TO GRCWoce he will not-bo -content to 
REMAIN AT THIS LEVEL...“WRIGHT p.6.

And” then what?
Same writer©
Same page©

p,I3- “That victory HAS been won on the 
Cross of Calvary..© Jesus HAS given to" " 
us the LIFE (this is a NEW one - yesterday 
he said: “NATURE^ - today it is “LIFE9) " 
11 o«©the ’LIFE that is the VICTORY over the 
Devil.0o So there it is© The BATTLE HAS 
BEEN FOUGHT# The Victory HAS BEEN WON & * 
that Victory is handed on to us as a GIFT© 
p/I4- “There are many who DO NOT KNOW 
that the Victory IS won & -the BATTLE" 
fought,,, -the Victory"that IS already 
theirs.o© So therefore," we must never “ 
allow DOUBT of the power’ of God and the . 
Salvation that IS ours creep into our 
minds/. © And this means that wo are NOT 
to attempt to FIGHT the BATTLE all over 
again..© Remember that you cannot FIGHT 
the Devil© So do not ATTEMPT to FIGHT 
against him but deliver him up to Jesus. 
Whatever that is supposed to mean!) 
(it is the language of the Priests of 
Babylon? It is the language picked up in" 
the SDA Seminaries from the MARTERS- the 
HEPPENSTAHLS - the PEASES - who boast"& 
blow of the DEGREES they earned in the 
POPULAR WORLDLY CHURCHES SEMINARIES’)
O—0*,0't0 TO 0-0 •
NEVER in the History of Adventism -■ 
NEVER since the days of KELLOG^CANRIGHT- 
BALLANGER-JONES- has there been such 
DOUBLE-MINDED TEACHING as in this OMEGA?

THE SJECIOUS REASONINGS CF WRIGHT & BRINSMEAD OF AUSTRALIA? READ IT AND SEE’)
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O'—0 —o—o«,oe°o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—0—0—9—o—o—o—o—o—o 

WAIT FOR THE-REFRESHING. ; “THE‘MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS”
OR NO EFFORT. OR GOD w Sept, 1968. Fred T« Wright, "309 Chevallum'
MUST DO IT ALL. THE SALE w Rd© PAL®700DS, QUEENSLAND 4555 AUSTRALIA.
AS THE EIILOSOPHY CF THE (“ Judgment Hour Publishing Company0” )
DRUQGERS - NO PERSONAL .W P»5«> there is to be a LIFETIME of

.RESPONSIBILITY© " " w GROWTH.©. but a BABE. Before it then is a
”1 was shown that If God’s people make"NO LIFETIME of GROWTH... No matter how beauti- 
EFFCRTS on their part, but WATT" Tor the RE- ful a BABY might be today if he STAYS THAT 
FRESHING to come upon’ them and remove their WAY it is only a cause of the deepest ' 
Wrongs & correct their Errors? IF THEY DE-W anxiety & heartbreak for the parents... . 
PEND UPON THAT -to CLEANSE them, from the 1 ; '/ '
filthiness of the flesh & spirit, and FIT "W p,6- 11 
THEM to engage in . the LOUD CRY of' the Third at this LEVEL of experience but will be 
Angel, THEY WILL. BE FOUND WANTING, W continually seeking HIGHER. & still HIGHER
o-o-o-o-o-o ' W levels of attainment..o
“The REFRESHING or Power of God comes ONLYW of dHigent EFFORT be DEVELOPING _ 
on those who HAVE PREPARED THEIEELVES for W diligent EFFORT in the BATTLE with Evil, 
it by DOING the WORK which God'bids them, 
namely, CLEANSING .THE^MSELVES.,, *« TI :6I9.
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l!

'due© a jot here,' a 
re, just a little 
fet & flourishes, ’and 
erewith•0 SM2:87• 
ICISM, Nothing stands 

Vstinct lines, upon rock 
one of the marked Signs 
.“SMI:I5.

°F lr /& / 
s/is

“Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice 
like a Trumpet, and show my people their 
Transgression,‘and the~house of Jacob 
their Sins."./* I'present the Word of 
the Lords Let every soul AIM at PERFECTION 
of Character in all the WORKS & walks of 
life7 This will COST us something... It 
may empty our Purse... there are Doctors 
and Ministers who' have been influenced *’ 
by the HYPNOTISM exercised by the Father 
of Lies... break the SPELL...I.fy message 
"must become more and more pointed, as 
was the message of John the Baptist,even 
though it cost me my~life. The people 
shallow t be deceived... God abhors the 
swelling, words of VANITY... Few can see 

hg of the present APOSTASY...
i will come when I must speak liniLY.. .He has a BEWIL' 
e has peen represented" as’one 

; byer a Precipice...All 
istic representations .

0 B7:28,30,32,34,

and made to mean the opposite of that which 
they were designed to mean.0 i 
o—o—o—o—o—p

’ “One thing will follow another in spiritual 
SOPHISTRY, to deceive if possible" the very ’ 
Elect... They are greatly deceived in regard 
to the ground on which they are standing, & 
the SEIF-CONFIDENCE that they are imbibing. 
These men have been warned, but they do not 
believe the Warning... Series B 7:6,24. (I8l)

27- ^211. DOUBLE-MINDED DILLIES.’ 
o-o-o-o-o-o
WRIGHT • “
p.6- “...the place & importance of our Own 
diligent WORT in the BATTLE with Evil.* 
o-o-o-o-o-o
WRIGHT. - same WRIGHT - same Paper - 
P.I3- “...SO there it is. The BATTLE has- 
been fought. The VICTORY has been won.-. 
p.I4- “ •• .KNOT that the Devil has been de-\

• feated and that the BATTLE is already won... 
And this means that we are not to*attempt to 
FIGHT the BATTLE all over again...
p.16- ..NEVER attempting to FIGHT thes 
BATTLE that the Lord ALONE can FIGHT.... 
o-o-o-o-o-o ^1
SOMETHING LIKE' THE BRINSMEAD DILLYJ \ 
BRINSMEAD - p.5. Decol5,I968 NEWSLETTER? 
p.5- "While it is true that all are required^ 
to be PERFECT in Christ BEFORE the Judgment, 
no believer will ever attain to absolute 
PERFECTION of Character BEFORE the Judgment.0 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o-o-o 
It was to meet this kind of DOUBLE-DE-GOOK 
talk in the JONES and'KELLOG PANDERINGS 
after 1888’ that she wrote:
“...you feel it your duty to express your 
ideas on certain points which you do' not 
fully comprehend yourself, and which, with 
all your efforts, you cannot make others 
comprehend... while you STRIVE to‘be ORIGI
NAL and take such EXTREME VIEWS... I saw' 
that your' mind was at times UNBALANCED from 
trying very hard to study into and explain 
the MYSTERY OF GODLINESS, which'is just as 
GREAT A MYSTERY after your' study and' ex
planations as it was before... ALL are not 
constituted alike. Conversions’are NOT ail’ 
alike.0 NL I.OI.' SM 1:176. RH p.4.Nov. 11/65. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
“The SANCTIFICATION that they CLAIM, is pol
luted by the most seductive sin, which in ' 
their estimation is RIGHTEOUSNESS. This cor
rupting, spiritualistic view of’matter's'is 
blinding the spiritual eyesight..*; there is 
DEATH at the Core,' Their wrong ideas are 
smothered, but not changed. At a favorable 
opportunity they will spring into life.,.

36,37,49, 
O—0—0—0—0—c/ / I 
“...soon the 
tittle of Eri 
seed whichft 
many are c 
“...a dot 
out in'di 
bottom. Tr. 
of the Lqfe 
0— o—o—o—0" 
“There aft 
who' are Wi 
fore thepi 
seeking /to 
MYSTERI?^/ 
they aftj 
in the m/.tt SMI:I6. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
“Then an Angel pointed to them & said, 
“My Father taught, but you would not Be 
taught11... many will read with eagerness 
the messages REPROVING WRONG, that they* 
may LEARN what they may”do to be Saved,* 

~ LIGHT will dawn upon the UNDERSTANDING, 
I must use words that will not be misconstrued and the SPIRIT will make an impression 

"i on minds... THESE MESSAGES are to find 
Series B 7:4. (97).their place in Hearts, and. Transforma

tions will take place.0 SMI:40,42.
o—o—o—o—o—o SMI:93,98:::::::::
“Let those who have a knowledge of the 
Truth ARISE & SHINE. “Cry aloud, spare 
not, lift up thy voice like a Trumpet0 
(lsa,58:l). No longer MUTILATE the Truth, 
...The LIFE-AND-DEATH Question with us 
is,“What should I do that I mav be Saved1?

msry'who strive to be ORIGINAL, 
/e/above what is Written/ there- 
Wsdom is FOOLISHNESS... In 
m/ke plain or to unravel 
/id for ages from' mortal man, 
,fce a man’floundering about

the meanihg

Mra'-MOFE H, 
^ND,..' 
whbx^s slipping 
these spiritual: 
are si mplys NOTHINGNESS.

’ ifatyoi 
or the' 
kes M



JESUITS dedicating their LIBRARIES. ’ 
CATHOLIC LAWYERS used by the CHURCH. '

ig CATHOLIC HARVARD 33 DR .STARE.
i Building that Big Hew Church in LONDON 

Calif.92387, and’ having the POPE send them CONGRATU
LATIONS f Advertising their Books in the 
CATHOLIC MAGAZINES. Cutting a Record at 
&he last GC SESSION with »AVE MARIAF ~ 

.Gathering up used X-MASS cards ‘add sending 
them to ,defile 'the Heathen Lands ^ith-~

R&H'o

CATHOLIC SISTERS come in and stand side- 
by-gidp. with ADVENTISTS to pack 8c" mail 
themS Rotating’their Medical Students 
with CATHOLICS. And so on and oh we could 
go...... WHY???? if they are so AFRAID., 

of the CATHOLICS????? Or is IV 
the way of a DUMB DOG to snivel and creep 
on his Belly before his known MASTER - ? 
O-O-O-O-O-O . '
EGW-MR 65 (ELLEN G .WHITE MESSENGER-TO 
REMNANT) and SOP-TC 62 (Spirit of.Prophecy 

• Treasure Chest) - BOTH of these publi- 
’ cations show that the BOOKS have been 

CHANGED by a .special Committee of 5 “ 
appointed by the GC to do this in 1883S 

~ O-O-O~O™©-jO^O—O^O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O*»O—0—0—o
the ZlA/ENTISTS'mt-h this: 1905-(EGW)- '-I have NOT been instructed 

' to .-CHANGE that which I have sent out,u 
Jaa/>263)I905o A5$IT0*

I905-XEGW)- «NOT A WORD is CHANGED or 
denied.,® Series B7:57, (202-3), \ 
1883-(EGW)- am not responsible'"for 
the OMISSIONS which are said to exist.11 
SM ls6l0 - ;r “ ' '

-1906- (EGW )-VBut the reports that are cir
culated.. that any of my helpers are per
mitted io ADD matter or CHANGE the mean
ing of the messages I write out*, ARE, NOT 
TRUE?', SM 1:50, Sanitarium, Calif. 1906. 
1883- (EGW)- HSo far from desiring to. with- 

•’ hold ANYTHING.-that I have over published,
I would feel, great satisfaction in.giving 
to the public EVERY LINE'of my Writings 
.that.has' ever been Printed0M SM I?60c 
(Send for FREE Foreword to I884 GCft) 
o^o^o—0 ^o—o—o-o-o-o~o-0—0— 0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

/. 1883-(SDA)-* they CHANGED the Books, They
ADMIT ’“400 ’ changes in GC 0 There are ’“MORE’ 
than 4?000^ They ADMIT takihg out 4 pages

• 4 PAGES that 
would have set the ADVENTIST WORLD RIGHT 
so they would NOT havo been deceived by 
the specious IEANDERINGS of BR1WBAD. & 
his ^SUNDAY.’LAW45 being the ’’START® of 
the SEALING’ Just THINK - what’if-At is

’ NOT TRUEX Just THINK - what if PROBATION 
,     for ADVENTISTS is PAST - in that Hour?

. CATHOLICS on-'trie Boards of' the WCCU?-?? . Which “it IS ’ T9:97, SM2:I6, 1.6:400/1..
T5.’524, RH A5 2254,294. Ev027, A3:6OI.

28- 4211, We began this Paper in reply" to 
Dr. Rue’s challenge. Point out’"the Errors 
or keep, quiet.A Now we have’ another 1WSTETTER Followini 
and the challenge REPEATED.’ Going into ’ more 
detail. SAF NEWSLETTER, Summit/ r4 OnacJr 
Dec.15,1968. ( ;' J/; '.L" ??? ;
p04« 'in re-reply to the Adventist’Book that" 
was printed in' 1961 -but apparently re-issued 
Feb o 1968, with ivory fbW & minor Changes.
BRINS IE AD-RUE are very perplexed that 'the   _
Adventists’.still come" up with Arguments that. .this CATHOLIC FESTIVAL - and having"the 
they thought Brihsmead had slaughtered the '"mr----- 
first 'time round, And so here goes 'the Bell 
for the 'SECOND;ROUND: ; ‘ •
0»0-0-0-0-0' » ♦ . r ■' C:’ .' / T

The AI^NTIST-CHALLKNGER looks very much 
alive, as he comes dancing to the'middle'of 
the Ring.and gives the. AwAKENERS’a swift 
Upper-cut -with:~ ■ 
nOBJECTION I: ThO ENFORCED worship of the 
IMAGE of ‘.the; Beast through ENFORCED :Sunday 
Law. DOES NOTi. coihbfde’ with'the cominehsement 
of* the Judgment" Of the irtlNG’’'(p.T7-I8.) 
SDA BOOK: r’The History & Teaching of RB.U 

. BRINSMEAD REPLY CALWf •
; t, P.A DXTRINAL' ANALYSIS 0«’; ;. • -i; "

BRINS1/EAD. staggers, against the Ropes but 
gets, a HeadALocl: on -the A

: RUE.;PAPER.’ pI4: .A?iA\; e -’ •;/ - v - 
-. A very impressive Jarfay Qf QuotationsM- 

which will Floof Jthe'avex'ago Adventist, 
Floor them coppletely9 They will have no 
real Defense‘left. For one reason'and'one 
reason only. In.Boxing many times there' is 

. no real hone bf,winning Unless’and until' 
the CHAMHON^s j^thedg-are STUDIED’&imet. 
A LEFT-HANDED BOXER may have to develop a 
RIGE1-HAND D^W- to find an OPENING 

• that Wi. Floor the' OPPONENT; r- 
A THE:flO)^ V"';

ADVENTISTS are SATURATED: with the Idea that 
-THE ROMAN?; are COMING’® «THE -SUi-nMY-LAW’» 
BRACE yourself for the’ LAW '-<■ and FORCE’ -■ j ■ " ui'fmwEDj '- ‘.s.--. v-
But .will bo’. entirely ’UNPREPARED' for ■ .'the 
^^IfoTERY1’ BABYLON coming wi’cfc ’Ruby-Lips'of 
MLOVE1’ in.'herr Wlhe-CUp and NOT ah Atomic 
Arsenal; in her Purse, And very’ mdhy disU- 
lusioned ADVENTISTS" and those who go by - ’ 
.ADVENTISTS, ard their nSABBATH^SCHOOL LESSON ' 
QUARTERLIES^ that;'have led them bo far astray in one placpL-IT IS THESE 
very' few.'will, eter find i&eir'wa'y'bick, 
»THE BEAST 1,THE’BEASTS ’^OLFt’WOLF|-’) they ”': 
cryo ThenfW’HY aye they /'gdi,hg;tp'thb:Seat of’ 
the. Beast to- gotlE'DAL f?om tHe’ POtE and' ■ 
sit in the SISTliE'SHAli^ •
glowing ‘REPORTS '.of the. WICAH^^^ 
COUNOILSjfrbmRome/ -Jan&'M't side-by side 

ternn 
Wl Mil



f

For BEFORE this PERSECUTION - two 
things happen* . (I) The MIDNIGHT CRY- 
the Honest LEAVE - “GO YE OUT!" 
fe) Those who remain - keep SUNDAY!

THE CHURCH HANGS."

-» ■ . »' ■ ' ' ' M

’ 29- -^211. IN-THE ORIGINAL 1884 GO - we have 
the I s t * Angel’ s Me ssage . ' The 2hd • ’ Angel1 s 
Message. The Midnight Cry. The 3rd. Angel’s 
Message. These Messages are to Be “REPEATED 
IN THEIR ORDER" - and this Order Has been 
DISRUPTED in your Gflj So that your PIERSONS 
and your CARCICHS and your BRINSMEADS - 
look for the “LOUD CRY* to start - ever 
around that elusive Corner - and do not 
WANT - any “MIDNIGHT CRY!" 
0—0—0—0—0—0
According to B they are both ONE and the 
SAME thing! But you better read it in EW 270
but to get the MISSING FOOTNOTES’without" 
which it can positively NOT be understood- 
see TI:I8O’. And see that the LOUD CRY(l83) 
FOLLOWS the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY-SHAKING-WD- 

4 NIGHT CRY-SEPARATION OF ADVENTISTS’
O-O-O-O-O-O
Which none of these Gentry will touch With 
a Ten-Foot Pole! But‘take it‘from "COL 412 
(421) T5:479. T3:27IO TM 235. TI':4I7. And 
see that this MIDNIGHT CRY is the’ uGREAT 
FINAL TEST" for the CHURCH, and it comes 
“at the Close of human PROBATION,"when it 
will be”TOO LATE for the soul’s "need to be 
supplied," COL 412(421). RH A4:467. 
p—0—0—0—0—0 SEPARATION!
And if you DOUBT that there is a SEPARATION 
COMING among Seventh-day Adventists - this 
only means' that you have been listening to 
too many Tfanquilizing Sermons and do not 
know that 43,292 LEFT the Church in 1967. 
And if you DOUBT these figures - those are 
by- PIERSON himself J SDA MINISTRY p.4< Set. 
1968. It now takes $E,000ooo to baptize a” 
new member and this includes SDA Children. 
p.IQ. SDA MINISTRY*- Dec.'I968O In many of 
our great Cities there are MORE EX-MEMBERS 
than present MEMBERSHIP!' So the LARGEST ‘SDA 
CHURCH is OUT of the Chtirch right N0Wjp739. 
SDA MINISTRY June', 1967. Many Conferences 
that'BRAG of their INCREASE' in' MEMBERSHIP - ’ 
forget to tell you* that where' 35 come IN 
the FRONT Door - 54 went out the BACK! * " 
(Newfoundland as a case in point',) p. 12.

'SDA MINISTRY* June, 1967. This Province of 
BRITISH COLUMBIA took 40.2 Members to win 
one New Member -* and when 102 of them camo 
in the Front Door in 1966 - 32 dashed oUt 
the Back. p.12. SDA MINISTRY. June,1967. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
So don’t be so Smart and Smug and Kno^it- 
all when your Preachers know better and is 
why they are frantically trying to find

Which they will NEVER have - as the unwanted 
“STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" domes 
FIRST & only those are SEALED who accept it

and GIVE it!"Which Message is - to anyone 
that can read English: “GO YE.OUT' to"'meet 
Him!" - but BRINSMEAD has this perverted 
to “GO YE IN to meet HimJ“ We shall see.' 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
I can just hear that WAT ING & GNASHING 
OF ' TEETH among those #10 look for POWER 
and the LOUD CRY - and refuse the Message 
of” the MIDNIGHT HOUR - which is what will 
decide their 'Destiny - and SWELLS into"* 
the LOUD CRY. A new group entirely.GO 464* 
“THE MESSAGE UPON WHICH THE DESTINY OF' 

(see W 270. TI:I80.) 
According to some - the DESTINY of the 
Church HANGS ON NOTHING - it is INFALLIBLE 
and PREDESTINATED - but here it days it 
“HANGS" on a MESSAGE’
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
So BRINSMEAD comes along and ADDS to the 
DARKNESS in that DARK PLACE where it is 
Written (but you will NEVER hear this on " 
the “IT IS WRITTEN" Show! ) but it is still 
Written that the DARKNESS in that place 
is so ABSOLUTE that"it is described as 
«IMPENETRABLE COL4I4 (423). Brinsmead
ADDS to their DARKNESS and FALSE SENSE 
OF SECURITY by telling them that all -they 
NEED DO IS “WAIT ABOUT" for the Sunday 
Law! And then the “SEALING" ‘will “Begin!11 
What a Blinding False Light!
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
But just like the HELL-BELIEVERS - they 
can find IMPRESSIVE STATEMENTS that SEEM" 
to say what they say. Which the unlearned 
and Unstable wrest to their own Destruc- 
tionc And that is the situation we have‘ 
0—0—0—0—0—0 1 here.
THE MISSING PAGES from the 1884 GC' - 
(found OUT-OF-COOTEXT in TM 472-475'.) ‘ 
(to fit it back in your Book try pe5I8.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o
This tells us that “LAWS" will be “EN^ 
FORCED.07 most CRUEL & EXACTING. Those” 
who "‘disregard them shall be DRIVEN OUT." 
1884 GC 338.
o—o—o—o—b—o 
This"every Adventist knows. This is his 
Bread & Butter0 This the Evangelist uses 
to call people into this' ChUrch that is" 
the True Church and therefor must suffer 
this terrible PERSECUTION until the DEATH 
DECREE* But you are WRONG - all WRONGi 
ADVENTISTS will suffer PERSECUTION - yes. 
But THIS Persecution - no.
o—o—o—0—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0 

“NEW METHODS" for some kind' of 'a ^BREAKTHROUGH1’



to' the Devil - and that HAS to be SDA’s! 
For “JUDGMENT must COMMENCE with the Hous© 
of God?1 And’ then they will be without' 
CONSCIENCE dr CONV ICT IONS . ZOMBIES 9 The 
LIVING DEAD.! STILL IN THE SDA CHURCH!, 
o—o—o»o*,o—o T5?2II.
That is. where the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS 
FIND THEM! This its, dcoraing to the SEALING 
CHAPTER in EZEKIEL 9 and according' to” the 
SEALING CHAPTER'in T5:2lle “HERE we see 
that THE“GHURCHc00 was the FIRST9 . 
And it tolls you exactly WHY - .like you . 
are going to hoar next “Sabbath" - 'God is 
“TOO MERCIFUL TO VISIT HIS PEOPLE IN JUDG- . 
MENT" - i^iy, all the Bad- Baddies"are going 
OUT - and the Good Goodies are remaining 
TN - so stay IN# Don^t you see?
0^*0—O—O—O—O
What a neat Trick that is!
But'the record, reads that the SDA Preacher 
is right up in front - still Blasting 
away - giving them that “BLESSED ASSUR
ANCE c JESUS IS MINE**' -and the'SLAUGHER- 
ING Angels cut them down! T5«2II© And the 
word you want to look’for there is'the . 
•word: “AIL® - “ALL perish together?1 Be
cause those who did not wqnt to Perish 
had LEFT in the MIDNIGHT CRY: «G0 YE OUTJ9

3 Ou ;^2II. /ADVENTISTS KEEP SUITDAY.
That is why they took those 4 pages OUT - 
trying to COVER UP! Just WH0"do you THINK 
that will help? Just keep' the LEADERS irt - 
their place' and' Office until EW- 282~GC" 656? 
Their Torment 10 times-WORSE' than thoir ■ * 
people? Just WHO did it HELP to believe a' f 
Laodicean. LIE *1 I think the ONLY thing that 
is going to help any of’ us is to" face up to 
THE TRUTH# And not be among those who SAY' 
they are JEWS '- but ^o’.LIE - and ARE NOT! 
O—O—O^O—O—O ■
LYING ‘AD\?ENTISTS 'KEEP SUNDAY! ;

ING anything® If yoU did not SEE it - is only LEFT by the Holy Angels and given cver^ 
because you'have bedn ’BLINlD'' - DEAF DUMB! 
You.,have heard too many; Tranquillizing go-to- 
sleep" .Sermons . "By that Preacher who in ■ many 
oases knows bettero But he is ‘an “HIRELING*1 
as well.as a:"DU?® DCG« (seo''T5:2II) and he 
REFUSES’to BARK0 And' you sleep bh® • While the 
Church- is taking STEPABY-STEP into the LAST 
STEP « which is :the keeping oi^’SUNDAY -

the. STORM!' And Seventh-day Adventists & 
irs Rod) Reformers keep 

the;Storm is only APPROACHING J' ’
I 

Preacher has not told youj GC 608.(426);) 
O—O—O—O^O—O '*
And th‘is is the thing B rinsmead' has not' told 
you but has joined the Adventist Hue and cry 
about “THE ROMANS ARE COMING F’When it is 
the ADJENTISTS THAT 'ARE .COMING'? And will be 
our tORST ENEMIES* . “OUR FORM BRETHREN!" 
Some “Brethren!51 And'it is not the CATHOLICS 
AT ’ALL - for,their .“Day is PAST - but- the-• 
PROTESTANTS are1 the NEXT ph the Scene11 and' 
will work.out. the'SAME spirit’ as■the Mother* 
This* you SHOULD know© : * ‘
This somp in'the last few. years have been 
plainly told0 They .have,' even AGREED that 
this is according to the Writings. But it 
< 

CIRCLES to'hold up this BOGEY-MAN - this 
STRfUMJN - this SCARE~CRCW - «TJB’ CATHOLICS 
ARE COMING^1 (l like to’ mention one ’ 
of my relatives right, here -SHAME ON YOU# 
FALSE PROJTIETTeaching what you'KNOW is a 
LIE ’ Just: as .FAI6F; DRUGS! For if
you PAY the WAGES of a DRUGGER you "may as 
well /pay the,. Wage s of a Whore! For there is 
nothing any more UNCIEAN/about her - than 
that Business that ybu 'Support -and CLAIM 
you'ao'^ot'’i^li^e'‘iilj’iias ’the-Lord"given you “SABBATH-KEEPING14 Church! “MARK.THIS.“P0I1JT 
over that'/you/ali might-be;D^WD because: WITH CARE0“ T3e267. RH A2:49. <T5:5O5. 
you believe a LIE'f And And so the ORIGINAL BOOK SAID, that. the
the’ “CATHOLICS ARE'COMINGF^Whbre did you .. .Devil comes “BEFORE PR.OGEEDDTG’TO .THESE’’.,.' 
lehrh this? In your Sabbath School?) EXTREME ffiASURES.11 1884 GC 339.

plainly told* They .have ' even AGREED that 

is much more ACCEPT ABIE- in the POPULAR CHURCH o-o-o-o-o-o '
But if you are “WATTING ABOUT" for B to , 
understand that'» you have a long wait
coming’"For he does not even understand 
that the' SUNDAY LAf^ comes AFTER this! 
Not after the SLAUGHTER - or at least , 
not ALL of it - but after the SEALING •- 
MESSAGE - which DOES NOT MENTION THE ’/. ,
SABBATH OR .SUNDAY - but the SEALING. ANGEL 
looks for those who “SIGH11 and “CRY“. about 
the “ABOMINATIONS DONE" in. that supposedly

over that:’y6ulali'mi^t-^ WITH CARE0« T3S267. RH A2:49. T5:5O5
you believe a LIE? And yph still”7talk about 
th©’ “CATHOLICS ARE', COMING |“<Whbre did you 
lehrh this? In your Sabbath School?)

BETTER SHUT THE DOCSIS! , 
ADVENTISTS keep SUNDAY* GC 608. 
ADVENTISTS becomes our WORST ENEMIES' 
ADVENTISTS join with Billy Igraham’T5*4^3. 
ADVENTISTS £0 to the CATHOLICS - at the 
LASTS not at the FIRST! Magen & Spaulding 
ADVENTIST scientific schemers P»X* . 
will NOT be the Leaders then! T5?82. 
ADVENTISTS WILL BE the RINGLEADERS in 
the Billy Graham Camp as’they even, now 
are Jockeying into place! T5:2l2® .. 
While you are watching ROLE - vi/e will 
watch' ADVENTISTS! Because the worst Devils 

It was there all the time.®’ We are not INVENT- in ’the World will be those \fao are first 
• . ■'* .a r r M.. M M <• * a *■* a* m. — — ■ i i . - « t — a «

because you have be dnsB£iND - DEAF

aleop SeracrB. By that Preacher who in many 

as well as al”b«l^’pCE“ ■(See';T5:2II) and he 

Church ’ ib t^ the LAST
STEP - which is the keeping oi^’SUNDAY - 
witho<’ any SUNDAY-W4 For the SWAY' LAW. 
is the. STORM! And Seventh-day Adventists & 
Brinsmead (Shepherd’s Rod) Reformers keep 
SUl&iY as the 'Storm is Only APPROACHING!' ’ 
(NCT! HERE YET ’ and this is the'thing yoUr



BC Canada*)

31- 4211 # "BEFORE PROCEEDING TO THESE 
EXTREME MEASURES e» 1834 GC 33;9. ~ ’ 
This is what Brinsmead has missed. 
This is'what Adventists have missed. 
The words "BEFORE
This speaks of LAW and FORCE & "DRIVEN OUT.' 
But BEFORE this - what takes place - ? 
Because this is what wo are Interested in0 
Because we are living in that Time. We “are > 
living in the last minute of this Time. 
And we. want’ to know WHO is going to bring 
that FORCE and that LAW. - is it the ROMANS, 
or will our’WteST ENEMIES" be our ' "FORMER 
BRETHREN® « ? We will let the Brinsmeads 
and the Rues and the Adventists build up 
the Bogey-man of the "ROMANS ARE COMING 
But my Book reads that *OUR FGRI’.ER BRETHREN

She had some vague idea that he was 
doing "Research for the Conference" and 
working on a "EUROPEAN EDITION” of GC" - 
she had a Dream that almost Killed her, 
that some one at her Table wbiild betray 

,*■ her "like JUDAS.” And she warned Willie 
NOT to betray our whole work into the 
"hands of the Enemy.” When he was"'so 
chummy with the General Conference Gang 
that was about to CHANGE her Writings. 
Which they did. 1883-1888 was the start. 

THOSE 4 PAGES.
Those 4 pagesWEE WILLIE wrote1 - were 
"very fitting for Adventists" in the 
USA but 51 not suitable” for people in 
other Lands to know about. WHY THEN - 

/FRAY TELL? Did they take them OUT of 
the AMERICAN EDITION - ? In I888s “ 
(S‘6e SEMINARY COURSE S-270 - 1959. 192- 

. 203» . SEMINARY COURSE T-570 « 1963. 124- 
I4Io Also obtainable from WHITE PUBLI
CATIONS - "GREAT CONTROVERSY" New Edition 
a statement made 'By W eC .WHITE before 

_____ General Conference Council. 0cte30,I9H. 
mho ACT like a BEAST and speiik with the Voice W.C.WHITE LETTER, July 25,1911.)

0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O^O^O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Tho Important thing is not HOW it happened 
The Important thing is that it DID happen* 
The Important thing is WHY" it happened. 
What did they want to cover up?
That Adventists would keep SUNDAY! 
They are N’> keeping SUNDAY J Watch them 
next EASTER* Which is SUNDAY - and has 
no higher authority than the POPE of 
Romo 1 Watch their Choirs next EASTER as 
they go to the OTHER CHURCHES to "WIN11 
them - to WHAT - 7 Who was WON - ? 
Like BALAAM of Ola. The Worship of the 
Queen of Heaven and Lady:s Day. Ezo.8: 
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O^O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

THE IMAGE CF THE BEAST.
"Says Howard Crosby* (See what "Howard 
Crosbv* says in YOUR G6| p*387.) "
"The" Church of today is courting the 
World. Its members are trying to"bring 
it down to the level of the ungodly, 
and as a satisfaction for all this world
liness, Christians are making a great 
deal of LENT and EASTER*.. It is the old 
Trick of" Satan. The Jewish church struck 
oiTthat rockj the Romish church was 
wrecked on the samej and the Protestant 
is fast reaching the same Doom." 1888 “ 
o-o-o-o-o-o GC 386-7.

WHO receives the MARK of the BEAST?
. The writings plainly say this MARK will 

NOT bo prut “on those who do not UNDERSTAND 
the Iswee. And so they will not be 

JUDGED until the Issue is FORCED - but

ARE COMING?" and with the Romans. The ROMANS 
do NOT come FIRST* "OUR FORMER BRETHREN" 
come FIRST I and for a very, good Reason.
Because they will beJUDGED- FIRST J "JUDGMENT 
MUST COMMENCE WITH THE HOUSE OF GOD."
O—O—O—Q—O'—O
And the MARK GF ’THE BEAST is placed on those

of a DRAGON! Because their Consciences are 
SEARED and they have been "LEFT to the de- 
ceptions that they LoveThey are LEFT by 
the Holy Angels and this requires NO SUNDAY 
LAW! All it requires is to be "INDIFFERENT® 
and "CARELESS^ about the Straight Testimony 
TO (not FROM?) the Laodioeang. But everybody 
is, looking for a Straight Testimony FROM the 
Lao'diceahsi While-the Last Message to them 
comes BEFORE the LOUD CRY and BEFORE any 
SUNDAY LAW or FORGE - bemuse, if you re
member - it is our ®F ORMER BRETHREN" that 
GO TO the CATHOLICS; (they DO NOT come to 
them no more than the Roman's bothered Jesus 
until the CHURCH went TO the Romans - and' 
this is the History that will be' REPEATED!) 
as they go TO the -Catholics to bring their 
"INFLUENCE® to bear AGAINST the Saints* 
This is the !'EXTREE MEASURE" - but what we 
are Interested in is vtet,takes place "BE
FORE" the EXTREME MEASURE? '

THOSE MISSING PAGES; .
WEE WILLIE WHITE co-operated,' as’ you Study 
the History of nihat .ho did in the 1883-1888 
period, how he wont with his Mother, took : 
her on a strenuous’Speaking Tour of Europe •• 
while he fooled her.into thinking that he 
was co-operating with the KELLOGS',' the ;JONES, 
•the CANR1GHTS, the BALLANGERS, the DANIELLS„ 
the URIAH SFUTHS, the CONRADIS,; the SPICERS, 
theBOURDEAUS, (See "NOTES OF TRAVEL" by 
WILDWOOD' TRESS, WILDWOOD, GEORGIA. 1886;)

' (Send for FREE copy of ^or^ORD.- TO 1884 GO9 
Hoohn Research Library, Bex 1270, GRAND FORKS,



you will NOT go along with them} 
? Let us think about’that for a 

;■ - the'above state- 
That was written 1885,

u e

the allegad "HOLY SES'£T?») 
o-o-o-o-o-o

Or is all this onL£ the Chickens coming 
Home'to Roost - for the ESTEB3 have"their 
Ph/D/Degrees in ’’RELIGION1’ from the " 
"University of Southern Calif/"and some
thing or other, from the "University of 
California” (Ch, yas - a "MASTER’S DEGREE*1 
from BERKLEY0 That ought to be good for’ 
o-o-ooo-o-o * ’ *" something.)
HOF? ART THOU FALLEN? RSH0 pJ0o Dectl2/68O 
o«o~o-o «0-0*0-0«0-0^C-0’O-O-O-O-O-O-0-0-0 
THESE ARE THE KIND OF MSN « ‘
who will have no Compunction of Conscience 
to bring you BACK into the keeping Sf 
SUNDAY «- like CANRIGHT"& CONRADI did. 
Keep an eye on them next EASTER J ■ 
0— 0fM0-"‘-’0rj0<”0r’-0c*0<,i'0o“01"’ o»b-o—o—o—o—O—O—o—o—o 
IN THE. MISSING PAGES from the 1884 GC - 
it showed the FORCING of the SUNDAY that 

Adventists now. call tliemsalves ’’EVANGELICALS” Brinamcad harps about trying to "PROVE" 
that SUNDAY BLUE LAWS is the'SIGNAL for 
the. BEGINNING- of the SEALING? But it is 
plainly written in those MISSING PAGES 
that ’’BEFORE proceeding to thse EXTREME 
MEASURES" - he would try to DECEIVE and" 
ENSNARE them by "SUBTLETY" & "indulgehbo’ 
.of appetite or the lower PASSIONS;a--po339c 
TM speaks of these "FORNICATING61 Preachers 
in the "HIGHEST POSITIONS’* on pages’ 426, 
427,428/431,433 $437 - right into the SEAL- 
ING of 446 and says this is WHY they will 
NEVER receive the SEAL of the Living God?

- o—o—o—o—o—o TM 44.7®
No CATHOLICS in Sight? No LAW in sight? 
Just FORNICATING ADVENTIST' JREACHERS in 
sight? And this is.the Kind that"will'go 
to LA? '- and epeak, with' the >Voice of the 
DRAGONS The CATHOLICS come..,in at the TAIL-' 
but the HEAD “of “this DRAGON is "Our Former 
Brethren 1’4(245-6; RINGLEADERS in" " ’ 
APOSTASY, T51212,82. The OMEGA of 

And why do the ESTEBS hang unto every 
last word of the EVANGELICAL LEADERS-such 
as CARL HENRY A ? RKII0 Deccl2,I968,p.2-4.
And why did BUNCH bring in that 0 PRAYER

‘ REVIVAL" to make the church LUKEWARM
• ' again a fc-w years ago - when he took for 

his GUIDELINE" the METHODIST PRAYER-BOOK? 
Can’t these men THINK for themselves any 
more? Has" the Wisdom of these'Wise’ men

> perished? Why do we require BABYLONISH 
LORS » second-hand? Why not let^s go

and JOIN those other churches and get 
what they “have « FIRST-HAND? (Or is that 
what the 43? 292 who LEFT in 1967 - is 
that what they did? And why not? Have not 
the -Adventist Leaders been telling us"that

32- =*211, . “URGED®> not FCRCED1 ? 
Adventists or Sabbatarians need no FORCE? 
They KNOW the Issues?' They are without ex
cuse,-’They do not need to follow their " 
Beaders into., the keeping'-of SUNDAY as the • • ‘ 
4 missing'pages in GC said they would do, ; 
and T5U63 says it is the' “CONSERVATIVE 
CLASS” .-those inclined to MAINTAIN 
& SUSTAIN existing Institutions & Views"- 
OPPOSED' TO CHAlSE / The PERFECT Church-Member I*) 
It is this Class - that will follow their 
Leaders,. Blind Leaders of • the Blind - as on ; 
they go -.Step .by Step 'until they take that 
LAST STE.P'o (Not any worse than” taking DRUGS', ■ 
anyway?) 11 will renbuned ’the Faith & take 
their stand with its avowed Enemies, toward _  
whom their sympathies HAVE LONG BEEN TEWING1) these men have the Presence & Guidance of 
0^0—0—0—0—0. T5*463 9.
What^will you DO when this comes? 
Oh, you say - ; 
Is ..that so <» r 
moment^. , This '’Statement 
ment-frorn. T5 ?Z63 
Soothe statement itself had to use FUTURE 
TENSE « but the mistake THOUSANDS of ADVENT- 
iW are making. Is to FOREVER READ SOLETHING 
as still applying H? THE FUTURE? What if it 
applies TODAY - ? - ' ■ /
o—0—0—b^’O—o 
Hove not-; the SWATHISS of the ADVEKTIST 
LEADERS Since J953j aSd really since 1950 - 
been, with iiie BARiffiOUSES - <®TIMS, BILLY ~ 
GRAlferJS, .arrl the WAHSELKAL3 - ? So are we 
reading E.UTURS HlSI'ORY or ERESEiOT HISTORY? 
O—O—iQ—0—O^-'d ' '
And now a note to BrinSmead: 
Turn. GC" 445 - 
<1 

(SDA MINISTRY magazine pn2l. Juhej 1966.- 
See RED^’ALERT FLYER; Report 4 Dec.25,1967,) 
They are - going to HELP and IE AD the other 
Churches to "FIGHT APOSTASY?” What'is this 
”AILlANpE"* called in GC 445 - ? then 
Protestant. America will have forced an IMAGE 
Who FORCED tiism into this? The CATHOLICS? 

LENT AND EASTER/
And who FORCED them to keep SUNDAY on the 
Rope ?s EASTER as they mix' thoir CHOIRS"with 
the other 'Churches?-’and* yes - with the 
CATHOLICS? The ’-VIRGIN ^ARY« belongs to US? 
(I thought she ^a# DEAD?j And the CROSS be
longs to us? R&H/ Pc.15,3 • Jifly 18, 1968.•/- 
The POPE, also calls for a revival of the ' 
*tfh.t,.of ’ the Virgin Mary.” pc24« R&H. Aug. . 
22,-.1968/,If the CATHOLICS ARE COffiNG.^ why 
are ADVENTISTS RUNNING' THE NRONG WAY - ??? ' 
Why do they RUN to the WCC to sit beside the 
CATHOLICS; on the SAME. BOARDS &“ CO^ITTEES?' ■. 
R&H* p05,'6,32.'Aug.8,1968. p.l3.Nov.7,I968.
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33- #211. (Send for FREE copy of LWS 
Reports of Adventist Ecumenical activities 
in AUSTRALIA. HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY or 
send direct to: Sr. Elissbath HCRT, 
DARLINGTON, West AUSTRALIA. 6070.)' 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—
O—O—O— o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-b-o-o—o 
n I know that MANY think Far too favorably*

surely be taken in his Snare. And those 
whom he cannot LEAD into Sin - he will- 
PERSECUTE, as the Jews did Christ,.. Men 
and women will arise professing to have 
some l!NEW LIGHT® or some MNEW REVELATION®

■-(or would you rather not know?) vhose tendency is to unsettle’Faith in 
the’ Cid Landmarks. Their doctrine will 

not bear the TEST of God’s Word, yet souls 
of the’ present Time, These ease-loving'souls will be decsaved 
will be engulfed in the GENERAL RUIN. 0,“In 
the mighty SIFTING soon to take place'we

of Israel... Chaff like a Cloud. will be 
borne away bn the Wind', even from places' 
where we see only floors of Rich Wheat,,, 
When trees without Fruit are CUT DOO (OLSON 
NICHCLS-NELSON-NAGEL?) as cumborers of the 
ground, when MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN 
are distinguished from the TRUE, ’ then the 
HIDDEN ONES will be revealed"'to view, ’ and 
with hosamms range under the Banner (the 
DRUG Banner? T2*440)under the Banner of 
Christ.c. as David - willing to do & dare, 
o—o—o^o—o—o 

ADVENTISTS & SUNDAY.
“The Lord has a controversy with "his pro
fessed people in these Last Days. In this 
controversy men in responsible positions 
will take a course directly opposite to that “FORCE® comes later upon ‘the World0T5*81 
pursued by Nehemiaha They will not"only 
ignore & despise the Sabbath themselves, 
but they will try to keep it from others by 
burying it beneath the RUBBISH' of CUSTOM & 
TRADITIONIn clnv?&es & in large gather
ings in the open air, Ministers will URGE 
(not FORCE ‘ but, “urge 9V) will URGE“upoh tho 
people the necessity of keeping tho first 
day of the week. There are CALAMITIES on 
Sea &'Land: And these CALAMITIES will in
crease', one DISASTER following close'upon 
another; and the little band of conscientious 
SABBATH-KEEPERS will be pointed out as the 
ones who are bringing the Wrath of God’upon 
the World by their disregard df SUNDAY;® 
RH AI:405. March 18,1334. 1884 GC 339,340

NO FORCE - Just “URGE.« 
“The time is not far distant when the TEST 
will come to every soul. The MARK”OF THE 
BEAST will be URGED upon us,,. The Enemy is 
preparing for his LAST campaign against the 
Church,oo and when ho make3 another advance 
move, THEY WILL NOT RECOGNIZE HIM as their 
Enemy, that Old Serpent, but THEY will con
sider him a FRIEND, one who is doing a good 
woyk.,. yet believe that God is leading- 
THEM..© unbalanced minds... Through decep
tive means & unseen channels... he is seek
ing to ALLURE souls from Christ, and those 
who are not Established.on the Truth will

n 
k

T5*8O,8I. ”1 also will keep thee from the Hour of / 
Temptation ,w T5:81,294-297.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
From the above we saw that the MARK OF THE 
BEAST will be “URGED® upon us - then the‘

• 
And those whom he cannot SIEAD3 into Sin- 
he will “PERSECUTE” - T5?295o R... as the 
Jews did Christ .“'(Same0) This was the 
CHURCH, these were the SABBATH-KEEPERS, 
NON-PORK-EATERS, TITHE-PAYERS, faithful 
to all the SABBATH-SOHOOL-LESSON-QUARTERLIES 
Professed to be LOOKING for'the fulfilment 
of Prophecy where THEY would WELCOME the 
coming SAVIOUR - but instead' they SLEW HIM’ 
Will this History be Repeated by this 
CHURCH - this “SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN?»Rev,3 * 

i 9', (*2 o o for God shew me that THIS CLASS 
were professed ADVENTISTS, who had fall- 
en“away,8 .they will bow at the Saint’s 
feet.® WTF 12.)

THE.SE PROFESSED ADVENTISTS.
So anxious to have the MARK OF THE BEAST 
come with “FORCE® - that "they ADDED that 
word 6 times in your GC 448-9.
Your book says: rAs the movement for Sun
day ENFORCEMENT gains favor...The El^QRCE- 
MENT of Sunday-keoping on the ppvt of the 
Protestant churches is an ENFCMsWM of' 
the worship of the Papacy - of the Beast., 
..oin the very act of ENFORCING a religious 
duty by seeular POWER, THE CHURCHES would 
THEMSELVES form an IMAGE -bo the BEAST; 
hence the ENFORCEMENT of SUNDAY-ICEEPING 
in the United States would be an ENFORCE
MENT of the "worship of the BEAST & his 
IMAGE.” GC 448-9•

FALSE REPORTS will be ' 
circulated.,, rumours... will'repeat them, 
and thus a Link will be formed connecting 

shall' be better able to measure the strength them with the Archdoceiver. This spirit 
will not always be manifested in OPEN DE
FIANCE of the Messages that God sends,but 
a settled unbelief is expressed in many 
wayso.o We cannot be too watchful against 
every form of Error... Men must have moral 
Backbone~9 an integrity which cannot be 
flattered, bribed, dr‘terrified. I greatly 
fear for THE CHURCH..0 corrupt’Teachers. 
false apostles... deceitful workers, trans
forming themselves into the apostles of 
Christ. ..(another BIILADELHIIAB HOUSE J))
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34- -^2IT. «ENFORCER®NT« .ADDED 6 TILES!
No wonder ADVENTISTS are SATURATED with the 
idea that the KMARKR of the Beast can ONLY 
be obtained by aF0RCEo® So we do net need to 
worry until we see the ”FCRCEB”'Which is

"GATHERING IN OF THE GENTILES” (1834 GO 
284) as also shown in EW 270 and then 271, 
The ADVENTISTS and the most faithful of 
their followers who stick to them come 
ABOMINATION or no ABOMINATION - like' the 
JEWS that stuck with the CHURCH ri^it 
through the CRUCHFIGTION# This Class of 
APOSTATES go to the WIEST ANTS for Help; 
(T5?463) and then to the CATHOLICS! (MS IJ

’’STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAGDIOEANS* 
and show them 11 AIL THE IB. ABOMINATIONS” 
this is the START of the ’’BATTLE IN 

THE DAY OF THE LORD” (EW 69) this is ' 
followed by the ’’LOUD CRY”' which is “the

The language and the Threats they used 
there was "unmistakable a All' this was in 
REPORT 414I-I43 - Augol6sI960e 3 months’ 
wore spent on that Paper in reply to Old 
Niohols?of the R&H threat to take us to 

just the way ’the DEVIL would have you believe! Law! THREATS that SILENCED MANY OTHERS! 
So he had his Agents ADD THAT WORD 6 TILES 
where it was NOT ONCE In the ORIGINAL! It is 
AFTER the above statement that the word is 
used ONCE! For FORCE does come AFTER using 
OTHER and SLYER methods which come FIRST - 
BEFORE, the FORCE9 and? as Ezekiel 8 the 
ABOMINATION chapter shows - they are SEALED 
on the WRONG side by following the LEADERS 
who come OUT of the Temple of God and turn 
their faces to the EAST - to worship the ’ 
RISING SUN on the POPE»S DAY - keening the 
^IAGE OF THE BEAST3 out of the'SABBATH
SCHOOL LESSON QUARTERLIES'to pave the way 
for closer and ever closer Ties'with the 
■’EVANGELICALS” until now they, are CALLING 
themselves "EVANGELICALSF There is NO SIGN 
of FORCE in that worst of all ABOmJATIONS 
in-Ezekiel 8 -the ABOMINATION chapter - which 
40 years of Investigation among many DOZENS 
of Ministers? Bible^orkers & Students of 
ALL religions <* NOT ONE to this day but 
agrees this is the Picture of the True Church 
Leaders turning their back on the Temple of 
God and - KEEPING EASTER! No FORCING about ' 
it 1 Not a "ROMANS in sight, Only SDA'Preachers 
And if you don’t'think this is SDA Preachers, 
then you just turn to T5*2II & find out!
’’HERE WE SEE THE CHURCH,,, 
O—0—0—0«EC—0—0—O—0°'-O—O—O^’C— 0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
THE CRIGIN4I> 1884 GO 28" said:
“ As the SUNDAY institution GAINS FAVOR..,» 
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—C—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
THEY WANTED FORCE SO BAD THEY CHANGED THIS: 
3 As the movement for SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT' gains 
favor, o\>K your GO 448 - and then’ADDED 5 
more ®ENFCRCEMENTS” that are just not there! 
And then ADDED that all this is going to be 
done by the "JROTESTANT CHURCHES J” 
MOVE ONE: Pile on the "ENFORCEMENTS.”

We sent copies of that' Paper to key places 
around the World, Since then that Rat'" 
joined forces with Dro Stare of Harvard 
and the KANTILQUACKERY CONGRESSES” - ’ 
calling on the LAW to put a STOP to Sr,' 
White cs RED CLOVER BLOSSOM TREATMENT for 
CANCER! and'other NATURAL REMEDIES, The 
whole Framed-up'Hot BACK-FIRED - and 
Cid Nichols died of a broken Heart!' Eby 
there bo many Happy Returns! The Lord 
promises a great "SLAUGHTER” among those 
who are merely ”DUM3 DOGS” that refuse 
to ’’BARK,1’ This is what we are talking 
about - while it is POPULAR in ADVENTIST"’ 
CIRCLES to talk about CATHOLICS and~other 
CHURCHES « the Prophecies point more 
particular to God-s professed people and 
what THEY will do as ’’THE’.Y SAY UNTO THEM 
THAT DWELL ON THE EARTH THAT THEY SHOULD 
MAKE AN IMiAGE TO THE BEAST 0” And Advent- 
ists are fast Jockeying into that po
sition., »THE RED ALERT FLYER® showed 
how they are ALSO going 'bo LEAD the other 

CHURCHES” of the USA! ’’FORCE?” 
r Not tbmmorrow but Today - ADVENTISTS 

are advocating FORCE and using LAW!
O—O—Os’OMD—O^O^’O—C— 0<»0en0»’0—o—o^o^o—o—o—b 
PLAINLY the ORIGINAL WRITINGS show that 
this ACTION by ADVENTISTS (the 4 pages 
taken out!) this would gain momentum as 
the Vision shows ttURQINGa progressing 
from the ADVENTIST HGUR OF DECISION to 
’’FORCING” (1884 GC 282) to the WORLD’S 
HOUR. "OF DECISION to the ’’DEATH DECREE” 
(1’884 GO 452)o Conversely there are 
those wlio stand -erp to «FEPAIR THE BREACH” 
these are dhown a$ the ’’OUTCASTS OF IS* 
RAEL” (1884 GO 283) who take the FIRST' ~ 
‘stand and are in fact those who give the 

MOTE WO: Make out she said the OTHER CHURCHES! 
O—0—0—0t»0r"0,’r0e,’!0fc’0—O»0':’Oi— 0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
Thus effectually taking the Heat away from 
themselves to thus build up the Myth and 
the Tradition? Hory with age - that THEY 
would EVER bo True and see you through! 
Thus they manipiuate the Writings, They even 
changed BIBLE VERSES vhen- they CHANGED the 
ORIGINAL TESTIMONIES! ( and don’t you ever 
fear that they are going to take me to LAW' 
for saying this ~ they will find"'some other 
means « perhaps try a ^Gar-Accident,” It 
was in the SDA MINISTRY magazine that' they 
will hire ’’HESSWJS* to do their Dirty Work#
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to discredit ijhe TROTH

1

. ' M *» »-

35- -2H. .Tour GC-6O8 (1884 GC 426)-
This Testimony shows SDA!s keeping ‘SUNDAY!
"AS THE STORM ARJROAC ’HES/ not;
Then the- next Scene: “ ■/•• i; .’.

Ffiercer height1’
l w

ANDERSON & -BRINS WD, 
u 

“SPIRITUALISE & "FLYING- SAUCER"- PIRACIES 
,’ are coming! "MANY will .stand in our 

Pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy 
ih'their hands - kindled‘from the Hell-- 
ish Torch of SATAN/ TM-409,410. )r- 

"AND LED THEM TO INFIDELITY/
"There will be a HARVEST' for his REAPING

----- - ---------------g Tl:290,
YET YOUR PREACHER IS - >' * 

A DOCTOR CF PSYCHOLOGY!
"While -those who are devoted to these 
SCIENCES laud them to the Heavens.., 

. ..they little know/r/but it is a PQ7ER
which will yot work’ with all SIGNS and 
LYING WONDERSThrough these SCIENCES, 
VIRTUE is destroyed, and the foundations 
of SPIRITUALISM are laid/ SM 2s35I-2o 

"In this time of unusual peril,'wermust.learn. (But according to the "ELDER WEST. TAPE" ' 
' ' A*™ ' hS- ’ npt^on. -the / "'“that HYPNOTIZED DR. YE’"’"*’'

promise’s-bf &9d‘l ,1V • is 'through the OATH OLIGS" that 
i, unlessf * *

- WILL work” under . "

H'**

READ THIS ALL DRUGGERS:
"Medical missionary work is to be bound! 
up with the ■ Message, 'and* SEALED .with, the 
SEAL of God/ Evs5I7c

HEALTH REFORM,
"Some vho do not profess to be Christians'- 
treat these matters with greater reverence 
than do some of our own people, and un«» .

~ “ :i ......“, THEY will go ifi ADVANCE! .
b-b-o-o-o-o of us/ Ev,52l.

- FAKE HEALTH REFORM,
"I am instructed to say that in the future 
great watchfuLnoss will be needed.,Men 
under' the influence of evil spirits will 

, ' work MIRACLES

Evil men, ...rebuked, by his example,
1 ‘.th the Hosts of DARKNESS!) in . 

seeking to SEPARATE him from God by ALLURING 
TEMPTATIONS,, (and THEN «*• When these do; , 
not succeed, THEN .a C05MLGING . PCWER.’is 
ployed to FORCE the conscience." GO .610(428), work MIRACLESe, e WONDERFUL' SCENES, ’with 
Then the'next page “ which Satan will be closely connected,
Messed around; in-your.Book - but the 188’4 GC’ , /will soon take place;.. These works of 
shows the: "LOUD . CRY. shall be given" and how . apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day 
some Leading Government men stand with the Adventists to the TEST,,, the Enemy will 

work through his Agents who haveT®PARTED 
FROM THE’ FAITH, and THEY will seemingly 
work MIRACLES, even to the bringing, down-, > 

LAW on HEALTH REFORM we saw how they worked., of. FIRE out of Heaven in the sight-of 
to discredit ^he TRUTH - and they .will; dp —-----
the SAME with .the SABBX1TI.«(for they will be 
SEALED over on the WONG SIDE by their actions 
in the HEALTH TEST* Refusing to take the 
Right Side and 'the Angela WvE THEM! These . 
Angels move on the Hearts of SENATORS ’& GOVT. 
MEN ip.-HIGH PLACES even , as they did in the 
"AI^'I-QUAGKERY CONGRESSES" « Wing a noble 
standi And any who.did not stanS THESE TESTS-” 
need no SUNDAY LAW TEST to- prove ,AVH0: fe’WHAT ” 
they are! This- is the picture in G!C as. it 
takes us light'to the "TIME OF TROUBLE"''GC: 
O—O—0—0—0—Q......... -t , 6I3,(431),
"Satan has ENTIRE dqntrol of the finally..*'; 
impenitent/ GC 614,(432)-o While Adventists’ 
are' being, led astray by - the- BRINSl/EAD fS; whp 
levied well in the SEMINARIES, and B ; “
learned 'this "ROMANISE SCARE8’, -from'a Tape 
by Dro Anderson takerl^it-here from’GRAND 
FORKS, BC to that OKANAGAN (Kelowna, BC) . 
B Center - an- SDA Tape by an.,"EIDER WEST" , 
and his great^seare of ."R01LiZ'TISJ;i!" . 
o — 0—0— o—O -■ ••t. .’. '
"When the-SHAKING comeSe,a WG'.'may.haye LESS . 
to say in some lines,t in regard tp the . / ’ / 
ROMAN Power and the" PAPACY/- TM tl2.CFte 65/

to stand ALONE? pur fsiith fixed, 
word of man, but on the sure ;
”000 Organizations, Institutions 
kept by the Power of,God.« 
Satanss dictation,/ TM 490,494* 6

SDA FINAL .-TliST .
” a., the Great Final TEST, This TEST must.. 
come ’to the- Churches in ’QpnjneoMdnuvith TRUE 
MEDICAL MISSIONARY WORK/ (1900.), .

men. By means of ."LYING■ WONDERS/SM 2J 
o—o—o-o—o—o 53 5 54.

■ ' DECEIVED BY CATHOLICS? 
DECEIVED BY FORCE?

"SATAN,transforms himself.into an 
angel of light & is deceiving THOUSANDS., 
and leading them captive0 The advantage 
he takes of the SCIENCE CF THE HUMAN • 
MND,,.THE SCIENCES of Phrenology^- 
PSYCHOLOGY, & Mesmerism are THE CHANNEL_ , 
through which he cones more directly, 'to 
this generation & works with’.that-PCWER 
which; is to characterize his efforts 

’■' near the Close of Probation,SATAN has 
GC 614,(432)■<> While Adventists' ’ ’’ come'UNPERCEIVED througii- these SCIENCES 

( jias pojsoi^ep minds of THOUSANDS 
actually t and led them to INFIDELITY. 
rr» • • r. , •cwvri*"i ’’"'V'kT.'i r, ‘

Your GC 610 (X884.GC 428-)- 
"As the OPPOSITION iuqes..to a 
- then THIS.is ea£led^BiHE.C^IS]5 
Then these words 2 ■ . .. . .
"PERSECUTION in its varied-1 forms is a DEVELOP- less we AROUSE 
RENT,,, Evil men, ...rebuked,by his example, 
will UNITE (with the Hosts -of DARKNESS! ) in .

(and THEN - J) When these do; ,

GC :6I0(428)

Messed around; in your .Book - but the 188’4 GC 
shows the: "LOUD CRY. shall be given" and how ; 
s 
people of God through the Time of.Trouble,. 
So this is the DEVELOPMENT - even as ’wo saw
i n this move by the AiiA-FDA-^SDA to/ bring the'



on which you have been mi sled...“some shall

DECOYS... When THE CHURCH has had great 
LIGHT, then is her peril if she does not 
Walk in the LIGHT, and put on her beauti
ful garments, and arise & shine; DARKNESS 
will becloud the Vision, so that LIGHT 

, & DARKNESS

ing spirits, and Doctrines of Devils (DEMONS) 
... Some who think they have SCIENTIFIC 
KNOWLEDGE are by their interpretations giv
ing WRONG IDEAS both of SCIENCE & of the BIBLE”

36- ^211. SCIENCES CF PSYCHOLOGY-SPIRITUALISM! “SCIENCE IS MISLEADING.” MM 95-97. 
“Those t^io have rendered SUPREME HOMAGE 
to “SCIENCE-FALSELY-SO-CALLED” will NOT 
be the Leaders then.” T5:8O. 
(The LEADERS of the SDA Church - yes. 
(The LEADERS of God’s Work - no.) 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
"And at MIDNIGHT a Cry was heard: 
“Go ye OUT to meet Him!” 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
“America, and especially BATTLE CREEK, 
where the greatest LIGHT from Heaven has 
been shining... can become the place of 
GREATEST PERIL & DARKNESS,” Special Health 
Research TM 122.

o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-c-o-o-o-o-o-c—c-o-e-o-o-o 
in the very Institutions established' by the 
funds of God’s people for the advancement 
of His work. It will result - in sending 
forth" to the World, in place of Christian 
workers, a company of EDUCATED INFIDELS.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o - T7:l67.

THE PURPOSE OF PSYCHOLOGY?
. TO BECOME GREAT REN - .’

“They become inspired with an ambition to 
become LEARNED PEN, and are encouraged to 
ADD to their studies until they become IN
FATUATED ... The TRUMPET of HUMAN GREATNESS 
may be sounded, but it is with an uncertain 
sound... The literature placed in our Schools,o-o-o-o-o-o 
written by INFIDELS and so-called WISE MEN,.. “These FALSE PROFESSORS have served as 
will bear no comparison with the teachings 
of Him who came to show the Way to Heaven, 
...“For the time will come when they will' 
not endure sound doctrine; but after’their

. own lusts shall they heap to themselves 
Teachers, having itching ears.” Jesus brought will be regarded as DARKNESS

as LIGHT.” SAME TM 123-4. See 125,126.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
If this language is STRANGE to you. 
If this language is HARSH to you. 
If this language is FOREIGN to you. 
It is only because -
You have NOT been reading the Testimonies! 
o—b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o 
Nor Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah nor the Rest! 
You have been listening to too many 
tranquilizing Sermons, and in doing so * 
you have NOT been keeping the Sabbath!
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
You believe in THE CHURCH - 
more than you believe in GOD! 
You believe the OUTSIDE of the Books - 
but not the INSIDE’

THESE ARE THE KIND OF BOOKS 
THEY SET FI$ TO - BUT THAT 

’ THEY COUTH NOT DESTROY!
The Story of how they TRIED to destroy 
this Book - and how burnt copies" - the * “ 
very copies THEY thgtight they had burned! 
ended up in the BOOK STORES at premium 
prices! This is why they tried to burn 
them:
“One thing it is CERTAIN is soon to be

into His teaching NONE of*the SCIENCE of 
men...,When the TEST & TRIAL cbmos to every 
soul, there will be APOSTASIES. TRAITORS, 
HEADY, HIGHMINDED (NICHOLS wrote in the R&H 
that our Leaders are "HIGH-MINDED” men!) 
HEADY, HIGHMINDED & SELF-SUFFICIENT (T 5:80- 
“HE CANNOT USE THEM!”) men will turn away 
from the Truth, making SHIPWRECK of their 
Faith... When the Words of the Lord, throu^i 
His chosen Messengers, are brought to THEM, 
they MURMUR and think the Way is mado too’ 
Strait...they will turn away from Christ... 
They may have a FORM of godliness,"but are 
not believers. They know’ not the Truth by 
practice...a round of ceremonies that are 
really CHRISTLESS,..are gradually led fur
ther & further from the principles of Truth 
until they become EDUCATED WORLDLINGSFCE 
0-0-0-0-0-0355,407,408,460,461,53 6,544.

EDUCATED DUNCES.
“They .may have the NAJ.® of having a col
legiate education, but in reality they are 
only EDUCATED DUNCES.” FCE 44.
We are REFORMERS.” (Same.)
“OUR GREATEST DANGER (will come from the 
“CATHOLICS”-?) will come from men who have 
lifted up their souls unto VANITY, who have 
not heeded the Words of WARNING & REPROOF... realized, - the GREAT APOSTASY, which is 
THE CHURCH is now engaged in a WARFARE that DEVELOPING & INCREASING & WAXING STRONGER, 
will INCREASE in intensity oh the very point and will CONTINUE to do so until the Lord 
on which you have been mi sled...“some shall shall descend from Heaven with a Shout J“ 
depart from the Faith, giving heod to deduc^ Series B 7:56-7.(202). < 7

What is so strange about this? Is 
that not in Harmony with the TEN 
VIRGIN PARABLE? The OMEGA of APOSTASY! 
APOSTASY - “DEEP AS TONIGHT .“COL 414.



37-^211® ANDREASEN-PR TESTS & PROPHETS.
They crucified ANDREASEN, the authority* on 
the SANCTUARY - and swept his BOOKS off the 
Shelf because he PREDICTED a BATTLE bet-

And that is why WHITE of the BLACK VAULTS 
went clear across the Country to THREATEN 
DRJIILBORN NOT TO PRINT that Magen and 
Spaulding Collection that had that very 

ween the PRIESTS & the JROFHETS of the Church ! Testimony on page one - that our FORFER 
That the PRIESTS would ba in Command - and 
the PROPHETS would “sit at the Gate” - and 

WARN all those who went in to the TEMPLE: 
^Believe ye NOT in LYING WORDS -■ saying: 
“THE 'TEMPLE OF’THE LORD - THE . TEMPLE GF THE 
LORD” - are weZ MS "321. GC 175. DA 161,166.

THE 144,000.
In the FIRST'VISION - “I was shown a TEMPLE” 
there the 144,000 had their NAPES in GOLD. 
Now according to the ADVENTISTS, 
ROD, the BRINSMEADIUMS - and most REF OR PERS, 
the Lot of them believe THE CHURCH make s’up 
the full 12 Tribes lost Tribes and all J 
“BELIEVE YE NOT IN LYING WORDS, saying: 
’’THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD, THE TEMPLE OF THE 
LORD” (the 144? 000) are we|” — 
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O—0-C-6-0-0-0 

KORAH,DATHAN & ABIRAM REBELLION J
Contrary to what you have learned from your 
PRIESTS - KD&A DID NOT -try to get ANYONE OUT 
of the Church! They tried to get them to 
believe:
(1) The Congregation is HOLY - EVERY ONE]’
(2) The Congregation is going through -'J 
This was the Rebellion against the Word# 
This is the Rebellion now « regardless of 
how the BUNCHES gang together to give you 
a BUNCH OF LIES J “TRUST YE NOT IN LYING WORDS]”

SAVING KNOWLEDGE. ' 
pIf Nathanael had TRUSTED to the RABBIS for' 
guidance, he would NEVER have found Jesus*®# 
While they TRUST to the guidance of HUMAN 
AUTHORITY « NONE will come to a SAVING KNOW
LEDGE of the Truth® LIKE NATHANAEL, wo need’ 
to study God’s Word FOR' OURSELVES ZD A I4I-2# 
(Beautiful, precious Words] Do'they THRILL 
you? Why NOT? They are the Words of the Lord]') 
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—1o—o—o 
BRINSMEAD is such a FALSE PROHIET - just 
like 200 more of his Kind - who point to 
the DRUGGERS as MEN OF HONOR who will LEAD' 
us through! That was the REBELLION of KD&A’ 
“TRUST YE NOT IN LYING WORDS... ~
They HATED the Message of 1888 - because i 
“IT WAS A-TESTIMONY AGAINST THEM?” TM 80.
And when that Message is Repeated - it will 
again be Hated; Rejected, Spoken against - 
because it will AGAIN bo a “TESTIMONY AGAINST 
THEM]” You think-about it. Was not the Testi
mony of ISAIAH, JEREMIAH,'EZEKIEL, LUTHER, 
SR® WHITE - and all the Rest - was 'it pot 
a WARNING AGAINST THE 'CORRUPT CHURCH-LEADERS? 
Never mind your CATHOLICS who are NOT coming, 
until those “FORMER BRETHREN” bring them]

They voted in the SDA MINISTRY magazine 
to hire “HESSIANS” to back-handodly ' 
FIGHT APOSTASY so the PREACHERS would 
not have to DIRTY their little Handsiesf 
Just like the OLD JEWISH CHURCH also 
went to LAW, and ADVENTISTS have been 
in the FOREFRONT in GOING TO LAW to 
ENFORCE AMWDA-SDA MEDICINE and NOT 
A PEEP against “FAIRNESS DOCTRINES” 
and other LEGAL ACTIONS that had to be 
taken to DEFEND THEMSELVES and in doing 
so have DEFENDED US - in'the last few 
vears® DRO CARL JSINTIRE. RODALE® DR. 
WILBORNSo NHF and SCORES of OTHERS] 
While your R&H is DEAD and says NOT A 
WORD ABOUT IT] While they funnell 
THOUSANDS of your DOLLARS into the 
Cofferes of the NCC - WCC — ATM - FDA - 
and to bolster the NEGRO REVOLUTION] 
PRINTING such OUT-OF-CONTEXT statements 
from the Pen of Sr. White to make’ it 
APPEAR that they are following her] 
Just like they foisted DR.UGS-EASTER- 
X-MiASS-ClVIL-DEFELlSE-SALVATION-ARMY- 
METHODS-FLOATS-PARADES-JERUSALEM- 
CENTERS-DIAL-A-PRAYER-WHEELS-HOLY- 
CANDLES-CROSSES-PICTURES - just like 
the CATHOLICS! “They are following in’ 
the Track of ROMANISM]” TM 362®T7sI8I.

“WE ARE THE CLAY.”
“We have come to a time when God/’s 
sacred work is represented by the feet 
of the IMAGE in which the IRON is MIXED 
with miry CLAY. The mingling of Church- 
Craft & State-Craft is represnted by 
the Iron & the Clay. THEY have invested 
their strength in POLITICS, and have 
UNITED with the PAPACY.” Extracts from 
MSS, April 22, 1899® BRISBIN BOOK 58;' 
See’“GOING TO BC“ Health Research 124. 
Some of the above Testimony in MM 119- 
127,204-205® Also in SDA COMMENTARIES. 
But try and get the MISSING PART that 
they REFUSE TO RELEASE’ I wonder WHY? 
Yet say there is NO SUPRESSION’

BRETHREN would go TO the CATHOLICS - we 
would then be an “OBSCURE people LITTLE 
KNOTN to the CATHOLICS otr Little known » 
they were NOT LOOKING for us! They DID 
NOT know, us J They had NOTHING AGAINST'’us! 
So what’s all this HULLABALOO that the 
“CATHOLICS ARE COMING?” When it is the 
“FGRi'ER BRETHREN” that are COMING - 
WITH the CATHOLICS and. WITH the LAW] 

the SHEIHERD’s



From the TEN TOES being the TEN NATIONS- 
we were Side-tracked from the Fact that 
the General Conference has 10 UNION CON
FERENCE PRESIDENTS’ And as far as deaV- 
ing together is concerned - there are 3 
BABYLONS ~ Rev.I4,I7,I8.(GC 382-3.) and 
the TEN SINGS of the LAST BABYLON - do 
most definitely CLEAVE TOGETHER so that 
they have “ONE K5ND» with the “BEAST.” 
Rev.17:13. Also “ALL NATIONS?’ Rev.18:3,9. 
We accept NOTHING unless we are SURE' of 
it. So what the “TEN HORNS” Rev.I7:l6"« 
represent who DO hate the WHORE « we do 
not at the moment profess to know* And 
we certainly will not go to URIAH SMITH 
to try to find outJ But as far as the 
“TEN KINGS” that rule “ONE HOUR with’ the 
BEAST” - these have “ONE MIND” There'is 
no Conflict - no Division - no “Battle 
of Armageddon” between them)
O—O—O—O—0—0
THE BATTLE we are looking for - is NOT 
between rival NATIONS, and NOT between 
rival CHURCHES. (1884 GC 398 - LEFT OUT ** 
of your GC 582. I wonder why? To further 
the TRADITION that there would be ONE 
CHURCH that would stand in the Gap? ~ 
When there will be NONE! Only one here 
and one there - as in the days of Noah*) 
THE REAL DANGER is NOT the NATIONS - not 
at first, not until the CHURCH goes to 
them, as they are going now. THE REAL 
DANGER is NOT the CATHOLICS - for the 
Testimonies plainly said WHO was the 
greatest Danger - which Adventists now 
deny because they sit with the CATHOLICS 
on their Boards $ All this is answered in 
T5:7I2~7I6. Remember when you read this, 
that the “NATIONAL REFORM OTEPENT” is ' 
now the “NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES” 
and the “WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES” is 
the Mother of the NCC. ADVENTISTS sit 
on BOTH Boards of what is obviously 
BABYLON - and pay DUES to thorn! "Thus 
he virtually DENIES the MESSAGE sent 
from God.” T5:7I5-6.
o-o-o-o-o-o THE CLAY & THE IRON.
“THE LAST GREAT CONFLICT... Upon this 
BATTLE we are now entering,- a BATTLE 
not between rival Churches... but between 
the religion of the Bible and the religion 
of fable & TRADITION. The agencies which 
will UNITE against TRUTH & RIGHTEOUSNESS 
... INFIDELITY prevails to an alarming 
extent, not in the World merely, but in 
the Church." I884 GC 398-9.(582-3.)

"In the very Institutions established 
by -the funds of God’s people...a company 
of educated INFIDELS.” T7:I67.

38- ^211. “WE ARE THE CLAY.”
In the days when URIAH SMITH re-hashed the 
Theories of BOURDEAU - it was the NATIONS 
of the Earth that made up "THE IMAGE” of 
Daniel 2. In that very Season a Vision was 
given to Sr. White that “WE ARE THE CLAY.” 
A Vision that the Manipulators to this day 
WILL NOT GIVE US! Only “selected portions” 
of it I But even that opens up some Eyes ’ 
That “WE are the Clay” and the 11 Iron” ” we 
are mixed up with is - ROMANISM - sure 
enough! It is a RELIGIOUS MIXTURE’ And even 
now you see, in 1968 - the ADVENT'1ST and the 
CATHOLIC sitting, side by side in the WCCJ 
Yet you say you do not see it? Truly it was 
not without cause that it is Written that 
LAODICEA IS BLIND!
O-O-O-O-O-O
And if you want to know a bit" more about 
how we have all been taken for a Ride - 
the Uriah Smith Gang has the HEAD & the 
BREAST & the ARMS & the BELLY & the THIGHS' 
of this Daniel 2 IMAGE - are all GONE! Gone 
with the Uriah Smith WIND! “Every WIND of 
Doctrine will be blowing.” 
0—0—0—0—0—0
And all that remains are the FEET with the 
TEN"TOES of the IMAGE! But why don’t you 
ever read anything FOP. YOURSELF? and SEE 
that when the STONE cut out of the Mountain 
without hands smites the IMAGE upon his foet 
- that the WHOLE IMAGE IS ALL OF A SUDDEN 
THERE & ST Al® ING; "Then#® IRON, the CLAY, 
the BRASS, the SILVER, & the GOLD, broken 
to pieces TOGETHER." Dan,2:35>45. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Now explain that. We are not explaining it 
here* We have done so in other Papers. We 
are merely stating a FACT - a FACT that you 
will, saturated as you are with Laodicean 
Lore, as you heard this from the very "VOICE 
OF PROPHECY” - almost like a Voice from God 
out of Heaven! Yet you hold the Bible in 
your hands «=» and you are going to have to 
decide, like the CATHOLICS had to do in 
their DARK AGES - whether you’are going to 
take the BIBLE' - or TRADITION! And. by the 
way • we proved & documented for you in the 
RED AIERT FLYER - that FR.OOM SAYS our so- 
called “PROPHETIC B1TERPRETATI0NS” have been 
obtained from CATHOLIC TRADITION’ And if you 
look in the BIBLIOGRAPHY of “DANIEL & THE 
REVELATIONS" and also “BIBLE READINGS" (the 
Books they wrote to shove the TESTITONIES 
to one side!) that they operiLy BOAST that 
they quote CATHOLIC CARDINAL GIBBONS’ T4:520. 
So make your Decision - is it the BIBLE - 
or if it CATHOIJC-LAODICEAN TRADITION? And 
which do you think will Save you - ?
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39- ^211. “THE COMING CONFLICT.” 1884 GC 
p,400-1. Running down the LAW as the RcH is 
now doing by the articles they print by the 
Fifth-Columnists'such as HEPPENSTAJ-IL and ' 
HARBER who hold high Degrees from BABYLON.! 
Adventist Leaders think this is wonderful. 
They will Reap as they Sowc

403-4o'This will go. on until these Loaders 
show’contempt for the SABBATH & the HOLY LAW, 
Here again called; “INFIDELITY.11. . 7 
p.405e It is this APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM;., 
that reaches its -hand across the Gulf to 
“grasp the hand of SPIRITUALISM” 1884 GC 405. 
It is this SAMEapostate. Protestantism that 
“will reach over the.abyss to clasp hands 
with the ROW POTER?’ SAKE. The CATHOLICS 
DO NOT come first - THEY DO NOT1 COME AT ALL- 
until the APOSTATE ADVENTISTS call them! 
So what is all this HULLABALOO about'the 
CATHOLICS - the CATHOLICS TH??? WOIF ?. WOLF’ 

"• ' . THE DRAGON.
“When BRETHREN manifest, the SPIRIT CF THE' 
DRAGONj to make WAR upon those who believe 
that God has communicated LIGHT'& COMFORTt 
to them through the TESTIMONIES, iVis time 
for the Brethren & Sisters to assert their 
LIBERTY?* T4?245-6. TI?3ZI. “The trail of 
the SERPENT?’ B7?6I, T9?229. T5:2I3.
“Those who APOSTATIZE are voicing the words 
of the DRAGON...who represent BARABBAS, "“By 
their fruits ye shall KNOT them.1’ NL 50. 
See SM2;395.

THE BULL. . . -
A Papal BULL was issued against “HERETICS”- 
have you been reading the RSH lately??? And 
the THREATS by WHITE of the black VAULTS if 
we quote the TESTIMONIES without his Holy 
permission? “THIS DOCUMENT. IS THE-ROAR CF 
THE DRAGON.® GC 77»(83.)/. It is going to M 

r - which Adventists are now doing in..the 
o-o-o^o-o-o' Medical APOSTASY,
1884 GC 407, PREDICTION by EGW that' Satah 
would PRETEND to ^HEAL” but would instead 
“bring DISEASE & DISASTER until populous 
Cities are reduced to RUIN & DESOLATION.” 
The WORLD- itself is giving this WARNING, 
By all News-Media* The DANGERS from the 
CHEMICAL MOLOOH3 to whose StarADVENTISTS' 
have hitched their Wagon, Read the master
ful THRILLING WARNING agdinst FLOURINE in 
-’PREVENTION” - Jan, 1'969* Also W BULLETINS. So B 
Among other things, - it DESTROYS TEETH J And 

. DOUBLES the rate of MONGOLISMJ This is the 
work of SATAN through, his APOSTATES from- the 
Faith. “OUR FORMER. BRETHREN.”

. pe408. “The. faithful FEW” will give • 
ING, and'the “REPROOF,” Are you.doing that?. 
P.409 
Churches and then take them to LAW J

"THIS IS “THE COMING CONFLICT.”
p.410. This goes on to “NATIONAL RUIF.” 
p.4I4o Just such “LEADERS” brought the' 
Jewish Nation to reject their Redeemer. 
p®415'9 Christ’s “warnings to the people 
NOT TO FOLLOT these BLIND LEADERS.« (and ■ 
remember that Laodicea is BLIND! That is- 
if "you go by the BIBLE f) 
p.4l6c Study for ourselves*' 
p.420. When the “TESTING TIME” shall come 
and the “Voice of the DRAGON” is heard,. - 
THEN we shall see who is who as they take 
their Sides* This is the TEST for the 
CHURCH - and it is AFTER all this that 
pe42I. the Book turns to “THE LOUD CRY.” 
Which message EXPOSES “the habitation of 
DEVILS” and the “CORRUPTIONS” which hd^e 
been entering “THE CHURCHES” since 1844. 
Are YOU going to take part in THIS WORK? 
It is called LIGHT' from HEAVEN3 It is " 
called a MESSAGE from Heaven, And those 
who REJECT it or DENY it « go into deeper 
“DARKNESS” and “INFIDEL HARDIHOOD' 
p.422, SPIRITUALISM really comes in at 
this point among those “LEFT” by the 
Angels of God and given over fully to the 
Devil. And then the MESSAGE “SWEILS TO 
A LOUD CRY.” So a MESSAGE comes BEFORE 
the LOUD CRY in order for it to “SWELL” 
into the LOUD CRY! It is the MIDNIGHT CRY. 
It is TO' the LAODICEANS before it is TO 
the World.
p.423c As people see CHURCH & STATE UNITE
- then many will believe the TESTIMONIES 
that PREDICTED ALL THIS!

po424o ADVENTIST now keep SUNDAY. SUNDAY 
is when their PROBATION is OVER’
O—0—O3*O3r'O:t“O—C'"-"O'"Or'O~‘ O—O—O—O0©—o—0—o—o—o—o 

THE HYPOCRITE’
It has taken us all this Time & Space to 
PROVE that the SUNDAY LAW IS NOT the start 
of the SEAT ING ~ but is the END for SDA’s. 
We DOCUMENTED and we PROVED that the groat 
“KESSAGE” of BRINSMEAD is that SUNDAY is 
the START of the SEALINGand ADVENTISTS 
met him well on that one. Although, as is 
the usual thing with ADVENTISTS and the ' 

, R&H « these mighty men in their greatness, 
need not PROVE what they SAY| They just 
SAY that B is WRONG - and do not PROVE it| 

has a fi^ld day in saying wh<at he 
wants to say about it while the ADVENTISTS 
are MUM and DUMB. Do you know what that 
HYPOCRITE and UPSTART has been up to now? 
YOU KNOW that we DOCUffiNTED and the R2H 

the WARN- MENTIONED that B says the SUNDAY LAW is 
and'the “REPROOF,” Are you.doing that? ’ the “SIGNAL” for the SEALING to BEG IN J 
t “MINISTERS” will CENSURE them in their You KNOT that! Don’t try to DENY it now!

So what do you make of this next move by B?



s

Could it be 
as the Call is 

again made in the MIDNIGHT HOUR of Apos
tasy - “Go yo OUT to meet Him? Wat is 
so strange about THAT Message? It has 
ALWAYS BEEN the MESSAGE of Salvation to 
a Church gone Sour - gone Bad* 
o-o-o-o-o-o ' \ '"
Regardless of what that Preacher of yours 
says - vho tried like the CATHOLICS tried 
in the Days of LUTHER - tried to hang a 
Spoil or a Hex on anyon9“LE*lVING that 
Holy Wonderful Infallible CHURCH: But the 
HEX and the CURSE was on those that remained «

out we did not like it ~ ije_ accidently hap
pened into him at a place about'ICO miles 
away - and to 
EST SERMON we ever heard -on how nFEW” 
would be SavedI This was supposed to PLEASE’ 
us9 -and indeed wo know it would have pleased 
most* But to us we saw only a fluctuating 
REED blown about by the WIND - his feet * 
anchored in the MUD of DELUSION & ERROR.

.All we could do was DESPISE him, and if you 
know a man like that - be sure and hang oh 
to your Wife’s hand « when anywhere fs near 
himj “For of this sort are they which CREEP 
into houses, and lead captive. Silly" Women

‘ laden with Sins, '
.,, REPROBATE concerning the Faith.11’ 
o—o—d—o—o—o ■■

. THE GREAT APOSTASY^ 
What we are speaking about here* is 
GREAT APOSTASY11 - < ' " '
BABYLON is a WHORE - does a Whore .resort to 
FORCE? This subject is dealt with in - 
EW 2l0o PERSECUTION . was STOPPED because it 
planted the.Seeds for...more Converts to the 
Truth* So ^LOv'EM took its place.
W 211, “LOVE” and ^UNTTY?. Thus, the Church 
fell from her High and Holy calling.

wBoldly will men of God’s appointment 
DENOUNCE the UNION of the Church with the

» Hl 187. RH A6:382.
o—o—o—o—o—o
EW 228. “THE WORLD & THE CHURCH UNITED.” 
That is the name of this Chapter. uThe 
Ministers preach SMOOTH things... The 
religion of Jesus is made to appear 
POPULAR.., in the eyes of the'World... 
These SMOOTH things originated with Satan 
and his angels,,« HLEASING'FABLES were 
taught and readily received, & hypocrites, 
and open sinners UNITED with the Church. 
IF the Truth had been preached in its 
purity, it ftould soon have shut out this 
Class. But there was no difference between 
the professed followers of Christ and the 
Worlds.. Jesus and all the heavenly Host 
looked with DISGUST upon the Scene... 
purge out HYPOCRITES... and bring the 
Church again into favor with God®51 EVT 228 

We see from this the RESULTS of the 
Teaching of the PSYCHOLOGISTS. Bring ’ 
EVERYBODY and ANYBODY into the Church. 
Which is what ROBE did to build the BIG 
CHURCH - and is what makes a WHORE. Then 
add to this the sheer NERVE of thinking 
that they must get the LAW after, those 
who REJECT her Advances!'“HELL hath no 
fury like a woman Scorned,” And in the 
Adventist Church you see 'the HATRED as

40- ^211. .’ THE HYPOCRITEI
What B says now:
’’With the coming Sunday CRISIS, our PROBATION- World 
ARY time as Seventh -day Adventists who have 
known the Truth will be ENDED", and THEN the 
Door of Mercy will be' OPEN during the LOUD 
CRY for those who have never had an oppor
tunity to know what is Truth. For us, the 
highly favored people of God, the Sun of 
Mercy is fast sirklng,84 BRINSMEAD in 11 GE® 
OF TRUTH NEWS BULLETIN35 Sept. 1967.
o-o-o.-o—o-o-o-o-p-o-o-o-o-o-o-O-o-c-o—o-o-o 

REPEAT: “With the coming Sunday CRISIS, our 
Probationary time as Seventh-day Adventists 
... WILL BE ENDED.'’ R.D.^RINSIEAD.
O—0—0—0—0—0*^0—0—0—0—O—O^'O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0 
I know that untold DOZENS of Brinsmeadiums, 
trained to accept such DOUBLE-TALK from 
their LEADERS - will look eagerly at us and 
say: “SEE J He DOES teach the Truth!” 
o—o—o—o—o—o 
We have had this .happen, that is. why'wo ex
pect it .to happen - among HYPOCRITES! An 
HONEST person STICKS to his decision, and 
expects OTHERS to STICK, to theirs. The ever- 
changing Color of the CHAMELEON is' found 
only among the DOUBLE-MINDED i?ho are found 
’’UNSTABLE in ALL their ways? 
0—0—0—0—0—0 • . ..
We saw one MINISTER for the B cause - give 
the STRONGEST sermon we ever heard - on the 
“GREAT MULTITUDES*5 'to be Saved. When he found anyone QUESTIONS her Motives or her ACTIONS 

Well - the biggest percentage of ADVENT
ISTS are now OUT of that Church, The 

please1’ us he gave the STRONG- Biggest Church is now OUT of the Church. 
The question is - are the Best IN or are 
the Best OUT - ? Yes - you Adventist can 
SNEER and say the WORST went OUT - but 
SAYING that - does not PROVE that! And 
that was the BATTLE that Noah had with 
the Church of his Day - the Church would 
not follow Lot OUT ~ the ONLY place of 
Safety in their Midnight Hour. Christ 
called people' OUT - so did ALL ths Dis
ciples c So did Elijah, Luther, John the 
Baptist and all the Resta 

led away with divdr’s Lusts, that History is Repeated 
r 2' Tim. ‘ ' '“

3:6,8.

rUTHE does this come by FORCE?



o

the REFRESHING to come upon them' and re- 
move their wrongs & correct their Errors; 
if they depend upon THAT to CLEANSE them 
from filthiness of the Flesh and Spirit, 
and fit them to engage in the LOUD CRY 
of the Third Angel, THEY WILL BE FOW 
WANTING. The Refreshing or Power of God 
comes ONLY on those who have PREPARED

HIS CHOSEN INSTRUMENTS. 
And His chosen instruments are the men 
of the Hour who “BOLDLY.. .DENOUNCE the 
UNION of the CHURCH with the WORLD.«PK 137.

WHILE AS FOR THE OTHER CLASS : 
“When the PROFESSED people of God are 
UNITING with the World, living as’ they 
live, and JOINING with them in forbidden 
pleasure; when the LUXURY of the World 
becomes the LUXURY of THE CHURCH; when 
the marriage bells are chiming, and ALL 
(you see how THOROUGHLY they will be de- 
cieved - they will “ALL“ be looking for 
the same thing I Because by this time the 

 . WISE will have obeyed the MIDNIGHT CRY
(3) If you refuse - they resort to RIDICULE-. ' and have gone OUT - with t the 43,292 that

• are' 
looking forward to many years of Worldly' 
prosperity,« then, SUDDENLY as the lighten^* 
ing flashes from the Heavens, will come 
the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and de
lusive Hopes.1’ GC 338-9.(210). 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 

CHARACTER.
Who only will escape in this Crisis Hour? 
Those who’have OIL! “That OIL...represents 
CHARACTERTM 23 4o

HOW TO OBTAIN CHARACTER? 
CONTRARY TO BRINSMEAD?
“I saw the Angel... record'the CHARACTER 
which they DEVELOPED as the MESSAGE of 

u
1... So Christ sor- 
over OUR. Institutions Heavenly origin was presented to them, 

00-0-0-0-0 EW 246.
THE CLEANSING MESSAGE?

“I was shown that if God’s people make

0«"0®,0aK-0”*0—0

“Unless there is a REFORMATION - CALAMITY 
will' overtake the publishing House; and the 
World will know the reason.* 18:96,127.
“If we do not heed these Warnings, the Evils 
that RUINED JERUSALEM will . come upon us • . • 
it will bring upon us the SALE PERILS "that 
fell upon Ancient JERUSALEM.” T8:I33-4.

JERUSALEM.
“The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM stands as a 
solemn warning before the eyes of modern 
Israel, that the corrections given through ' 
His chosen instruments cannot b'6‘ disregarded 
with impunity.” T4:I&7. RH AI:535.

41- ^211. “GO YE OUT to meet Him J” 
THIS is the LAST MESSAGE I
You KNCW this is the LAST MESSAGE!
You KNCW it is in the Bibleo
You KNCW it is in the Testimonies.
You KNOW it is the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE; 
You KNCW it is the Straight Testimony. 
You know it is the Shaking-Sifting.
You know it comes BEFORE the SUNDAY LAW!' 
And’FORCE is NOT the greatest TEST! Never 
was. Never will be. That is in the pages 
we have been studying - it is “RIDICULE” 
that is harder to face than any FORCE*
(1) They pervert the Truth©
(2) They demand you to go along with it.
(4) That is the Order from W 210,228 to 246. LEFT the Church in 1967.) and ALL 
And THAT is the hardest thing in the World 
to face - RIDICULE that you do not go along 
with them! Making out that to REMAIN means 
SALVATION! Whereas the TRUTH of the matter 
as we look back in.History «• to REMAIN is 
the EASIEST thing to do - and means DEATH 
to your Soul - just’like those that REMAINED 
in JERUSALEM of Old! They did not Lose their 
Soul by going OUT - they lost their Soul as 
well as their Life =» by remaining IN!

DID YOUR PREACHER EVER READ THIS: 
“JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE 
CHURCH WILL BE if it refuses to walk in the 
LIGHT that God has given 
rows over OUR Churches, < 
of learning, THAT HAVE FAILED to meet the ’ 
demands of God. He comes to investigate..'.11 
T8:67. (I wonder how your Preacher will ex« 
plain THAT one away? It will take some mighty NO EFFORTS on their part, but WAIT for- 
clever PSYCHOLOGY - but ONLY’on the Class 
who WANT to believe his LIES I For the TRUTH 
is that there must be 200 such Statements 
that your Preacher would NEVER road in your 
Church - for if he did « the people and the 
Conference woiHd rise up as did Ancient 
Israel - to cast him OUT! But in or out - 
the STATEMENTS are still there- WAITING  .  
for the people that will believe & heed them! )themselves for it by doing the work which 

God bids them,' namely, CLEANSING THEM-- 
SELVES...” TI;6l9o 
o—0—0—0-0-0 
“He should seek to form a CHARACTER.. 0' 
confirming himself in HABITS o“ FCE 191. 
“With the deepest interest the Angels of 
God in the heavenly courts are’watching 
the DEVELOPMENT of CHARACTER... ACTIONS x" 
are weighed, and m°Fal worth are measured 
EVERY'DAY the Record of your life is 
passed unto God, just as it is...“FCE 245 c 
“You must put PERSISTENT- EFFORT into your 
Christian life if you wotld PERFECT a 
right CHARACTER.” FCE 303,325,398.



(The man who is “so Kind!” - never “Judges5;
there’s anything WONG with that! There" is 
everything RIGHT about the RIGHT"to hold 
SEPARATE' MEETINGS where you believe you are ’ 
hearing the TRUTH • But are you?) '

42- #2II. '■ THE.CLEANSING MESSAGE. UTTER RUBBISH!
Jan. 25, 1969. (This is a REVIEW of"”AN. OREN We refer to the UTTER RUBBISH that, is the 
LETTER TO BRINSMEADIUMSAs we see it Today) first thing to come into our hands from
O—O™ O’* o—o—o .
HUDSON of Oregon featured the Writings of 
both" BRINSMEAD & WRIGHT of AUSTRALIA. Both 
undertook to define the “PROCESS OF CON
VERSION” - Or how to get that “NEW HEART11 - 
although Sro White rebuked (Jones?) for 
doing this very thing - telling him he was’ 
half out of his Minds’"T saw that your'Lind 
was at times UNBALANCED from trying very 
hard to study into and explain the Mystery 
of Godliness, whichis just as great a 
Mystery AFTERyoUr Study and Explanations 
as it was before.” “All are -not constituted 
alike. Conversions are not all’ alike,” “or 
as to tne position’they can and must reach 
so as never to Sin. YOU HAVE NO SUCH WORK 
TO DOe” And then she goes'on to say that if 
this sort of Teaching ever takes hold - 
u o •

the church feels all the imperfections of 
His spiritual body,,..the mangled Lamb... 
is to be RELEASED... CURSED is the edu
cational work* CURSED is the medical pro
gram. CURSED are the missionary endeavors. 
CURSED are our best endeavors & holiest 
'duties,.. INDIVIDUALS have seen the CURSE 
... in the programs' of the church & then 
have started “Blueprint Programs” of their 

’...odious••.CURSED.“ 
such as SLADE-PESTES-WRIGHT - ? An interest- THE LAW - ?
ing Question - an interesting AnsweH) “The LAW was DESIGNED to CRUSH every ray
o-o-o-o»o-o " ' ' • • of hope out"of the JEW who was trying to
Also very Interesting as the Scroll unrolls, be justified b£ keeping it - it was to 
to find HUDSON-BRINSMEAD taking SECOND PLACE HOUND him and GOAD him and CURSE him until 
and dropping out of the Lime-Light to allow despairing of his attempts 
FIRST PLACE to the METWARNES TEAM’ Could 
this be so that they can break the VOT that • 
the “AWAKENING”" would never, no, never - 
toldrate another “jOTEL®NTtt« so is that 
why H&3 are dropping back so MJ can insti
tute “K’NTHLY MEETINGS*1’ - ? And just how 
soon will it be till they meet “WEEIXY?”

9 
».,he would run 

in faith 'to Christ for justification.,•
' DOUBLE WHAMMY - ’ ' 

“CURSED are all things that we put our 
hands to... A DOUBLE CURSE rests upon some 
of the programs that' AWAKENING believers 
undertake..o The door into the judgment 

soon will it be till they meet “WEE1CLY?” is open-. The High Priest is waiting,,. 
(Following in the Footsteps of the SHEPHERD’S Now, are we going to prolong His AGONY 

RODS'! Who did the very same thing.)(Not that by pursuing oar programs as usual?,..
Should we"wonder why a DOUBLE CURSE rests 
upon these works?” R.D.BRINSMAD,"’

I think they have lost ALL JUDGP/ENT J)

“INTERNATIONAL HEALTH INSTITUTES” 1666 
South University Boulevard, DENVER, Colo. 
80210c ($8.oo to receive I Pullictfu) 

DANIEL 8:14
AND THE (alleged) SUFFERINGS 

OF CHRIST
t>y

PETER C.JARNES - Department of Religion - 
UNION COLLEGE. “Jesus is VERILY(!)* cruci
fied afresh...And He WILL (J) suffer the 
pain and agony of the Cross' until His 
sanctuary is cleansed'... the time has coine 
to RELEASE (! ) Jesus from the pain & agony 
of Calvary. But the church’s sympathy and 
co-operation is necessary... It can be' 
seen that it is God who has been suffering 
ENDLESS TORRENT for 6,000 years..c His 
RELEASE depends upon the co-operation of"- 

.we would see one of the’greatest Fa’nati- the Church.” P.C.JARNES, This is"so good, 
cal EXOITEiyENTS that has ever been witnessed so wonderful, so marvelous - since MAN “is 
among Seventh-day Adventists,' THIS’IS WHAT now the SAVIOUR of his SAVIOUR - this 4 
SATAN WANTS.” NL I0I-2, SM 1:176-9. page Pamphlet must be fired into letters
o^o-b=»o«o-o »'•'■* - • leaving ’that Beacon-House of NEW LIGHT -
These Articles"were featured in the Days fresh off the Griddle from the SDA COLLEGE! 
when HUDSON seemed to have an uncommon 'Knack CURSED IS THE GROUP©
to pick Writers that later Repudiated'either by
the “WAKENING” or the SDA CHURCH - or both. ROBERT DJSRINSIVEAD - “The great Head of 
We refer to the “DEFECTION” of JOHN SLADE, 
SAMUEL NcPESTES, FREDERIC TeWRIGJJT, leaving 
the “Offshoot” - ROBERT D^RINSMEAD all’... 
alonef say “CFFSHOOT* because at one 
Time both HUDSON and . BRINSWAD thought it 
some kind of Virtue • to. let it be known that 
they would have no Truck’ withOFFSHOOTS” - 
which’ they now are themselves! They really 
ought to Die for''SHAMEHI And what has 
happened to the Once-upon-a-Time great HEROS own... Result?



THIS RITUAL LAW! 
sacrifices and ordinances, was to be per* 
formed by the Hebrews until type met anti
type in the death of Christ, the Lamb of 
God that take th away the Sin of the World.

pass from the LAW, till all be fulfilled1! 
...The LAW of God .is as immutable as 
his throne.. .While the Saviour1s death 
brought rjjn ond the LAV of TYPES and 
SHADOWS, it did not in the least de
tract froftr the obligation of the MORAL 
LAW." PP 365.

“Do we then make'void the'LAW through 
FAITH? God forbid; yea, we establish the 
LAW.« PP 373.

BRINSMEAD SAYS:::* ' ~
"The LAW was never intended to be a source 
of RIGHTEOUSNESS." GEP 49, 

RIGHTEOUSNESS?
"The LAW of God is as Holy as He is Holy,

to men the RIGHTEOUSNESS of God?1 MB 84. 
o—O—O—0—0—o—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—o—o—o~o—0—0—o

BRINSMEAD SAYS: 
"...the only thing that any man can ex
tract from the LAW is Wrath, Condemnation 
and Death." GEP AB. ■.—v

BRINSMEAD vs(GOD?? \
"The LAW of God is an ElffilfATION of in- \ 
finite LOVE, and naught but BLESSING can\ 

him

or perfectionist, all who seek by these 
means"'to earn the favor of God, to prove 
themselves worthy of redemption, to pass 
the final test of character, or by any 
other means to gain Salvation are identic

will appear before them in living characters,deavor to reach the great Standard o£2 
and they will then realize the Sih" of having RIGHTEOUSNESS, 
that LAW in derision which the word' of God 
calls, "Holy, Just, arid Good." EW 66.

-THE CEREMONIAL LAW!' '
"There are many who try to blend these two 
Systems, using the Texts that speak of the 
CEREMONIAL LAW to" prove that the I.'CRAL LAW 
has been abolished; but this is a PERVERSION But whether ritualist or moralist, puritan 
of the Scriptures'. The distinction between 
the two systems is broad and dear. The 
CEREMONIAL SYSTEM was made up of SYMBOLS 
pointing td Christ, to his sacrifice and 
priesthood. This RITUAL LAW, with its

43-. 42TT. THIS IS WHAT WE FACEFIN 1969 - ! 
God is certainly choosing their Delusions. 
No - we do not have to go into lengthy 
"PROOF" that they are 0 *:«• 0
You just get those Papers - you have the 
address (50^ will more than pay for"the 2). 
and then write and tell us you agree" with 
them - and we will takg your name off our 
List - FOREVER’ 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
A "DOUBLE CURSE" on his own "AWA//ENERS" - 
or at least on those who do not see eye to 
eye with him! and the LAW is a CURSE! This 
by the man who "never Of fends!" No - not if 
you are CURSED enough to believe him! 

BRINSMEAD SAYS,.: . ' * '
"...the only thing that any man can extract 
from the LAW is WRATH, 
..."as many as are of the WORKS of the LAW 
are uiider a CURSE..." The LAW was never in-' 
tended to be a source of RIGHTEOUSNESS,"for

. if RIGHTEOUSNESS came by the LAW, then Christ 
is dead in Vain." B^s "ETERNAL PURPOSE" 4^-9 • 
(This boy learned well in the SDA CEMETERY 
from the men who hold BABYLONISH DEGREES 
such As the HEPPENSTAHLS-MARTERS-IEASES, 
et al, and Company.(See their articles in 
your R&H against the LAW J B was just Dumb 
enough to believe them! And it seems that 
NO ONE is alarmed or trying to set the 
matter straight! We only heard of 01® - 
in AUSTRALIA! Bless her Heart!) We thought

‘ that every Adventist should’ knov/ - without as Perfect as He is Perfect. It presents 
the necessity of telling them - that "LAW" 
could be'CEREWNIAL or could be MORAL - 
just remember this when B quotes "THE BIBLE" 
• aa do the other Preachers - of,BABYLON!

SO THE LAW IS A CURSE?
-"Their mouths will be closed while the 
PLAGUES are falling, and the great LAWGIVER 
is requiring justice of those who have had 
His holy LAW in derision, and Have called 
it "A CURSE to man," "Miserable," and "Sick- result to him who administers and to 
ety." When such feel the iron grasp of this who obeys that LAW..'. Neither parents no^ 
LAW taking hold of them, these expressions' children will prosper except as "they exw

" RH A3:295. Oct.I,I895»</ 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

WHERE BRINSMEAD PICKED UP HIS DOC
TRINE! FROM YOUR R&H - DEC. 17/64.

(SDA)E.W .MARTER:
"There are those who would present the 
TEN COWANDMENTS as the way to Heaven...

THEN all the SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS were 
to CEASE .’It is THIS LAV that Christ "took 
out of the way, nailing it to his cross." 

THE LAV/ OF TEN COMTMNDf/ENTS .
"But concerning the LAW of TEN COM'MNDKENfS 
the Psalmist declared, "FOREVER, 0 Lord, 
thy word is settled in Heaven." And Christ 
himself' says, "Thirik not' that I am come 
to destroy the LAW... Verily I say unto 
you," - making the assertion as emphatic ' 
as possible,- "Till heaven and earth pass, 
one jot or one tittle shall in no wise

CONDEMNATION and DEATH.



- V*
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U- ^211. -fled and CONDEMNED by this 
letter as LEGALISTS . They are' earnestly 
warned that thus Christ is made "OF NO 
EFFECT" and “SHALL IROFIT YOU NOTHING/ *' 
“...no man can be JUSTIFIED by the LAW/ 
Your R&H, p.3. Dec.17,1964. p.6. Dec.24.

■' o-o-o-o-o-o ■ ' E .W .HARTER.
“Israeltas not offered a way of RIGHTEOUS
NESS. through the LAW/ GER 48. BRINSMEAD,
O —0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 —O —O—0 —0—O—0—O—0— 0 —O—0—0—0 

AND THEN THE TRUTH - ?
. "The LAW of God given from Sinai is’a copy' 

of the .mind and will of the Infinite God... 
i’ OBEDIENCE' to its requirements will perfect 

j. ji Christian CHARACTER,
■ Christ, to his condition before the Fall... 

The LAW,’sends men to Christ, and Christ* 
points them back to the LAW/ RH'AI:288»* 
o—o—o—o—o—p t,Sept.20,1881,

■ AND MORE TRUTH 
"RIGHTEOUSNESS,does * indeed exalt Nations as 
well as Individuals. In OBEDIENCE to God’s 
LAW there, is LIFE! In conformity to his 
requirements there is a transforming POFiER 
that brings PEACE and GOOD’WILL aftidng men.11 
0—0—0—0—0—0 RH A6:388*. Dec .18,1913 ».

- (The above - messed around in your PK 1925 
"In OBEDIENCE to God’s LAW there is great 
gain." PK, 192. ORIGINAL: «..,.LIEEF’)

< 0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—d—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
LIFE -I

LORD is PURE^ enlightening the eyes... the 
JUDGMENTS'of the Lord are TRUE & RIGHTEOUS 
altogether. More to be desired are they than ings within and without. “FIGHT the good 

yea, than much.fine GOLD: sweeter also Fight of Faith/ 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“That ye may have Right to the Tree of 
Life.” "Well done' - thou good and faith
ful Servant - enter thou into the Joy of 
thy Lord / „ ■
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither 
have entered into the Heart of man, the 
things that God hath' prepared for them 
that Love Him." I Cor.2s9.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o'-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

, A CONFEDERACY, to all them 
to whom this people shall' say, A CONFEDER
ACY: neither fear ye their fear, not be" 
afraid. Sanctify the Lord of Hosts himself5
your Dread. AND HE SHALL BE FOR A SANC
TUARY../ind up the TESTIMONY, Seal' the 
LAW among my* DiseipleS/ Isa.8:12-16,

■ ' GOLD,
than HONEY and the HONEYCOMB, Moreover by 
them is thy servant WARNER: and in IxEEPING 
of them there is GREAT REWARD/ SATAN de
clared that human beings “could * not keep the 

' LAW/ RH A4:337.- Sept, 24,1901,
"LL SATAN AND BRINSMEAD SAY: ■' "* ' 
“It is-true that. the..LAW of God presents 
man with a'Standard of Righteotisness to

: - which he cannot attain." GEP 43 . (With much 
added Double-Talk so that SOME will think' 
theyKNCW what he is getting at - but study 
the writings of his duped followers such as “Say ye not 
TESTES and RADER - and see what THEY say 
about the "LAW" - | See Report '•185.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o (They understood himj) 
o-^o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o and let Him be your Fear, and let Him be 
“The fact that the LAW is Holy, Just, and 
Good"is to be Testified before all Nations, 
Tongues, and Peoples, to Worlds unfallen,

to Angels, Seraphim, and Cherubim... 
In perfect OBEDIENCE to'his holy will... 
and make manifest to men that Happiness, 
Peace, Assurance, and Grace come from"' 
OBEDIENCE to the LAW of God." RH A3:445. 
March 9,1897.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

UNIFY? ■
“UNIFY, UNIFY. But we are not to UNIFY 
with those who are' departing from the 
Faith - giving heed to seducing spirits 
and doctrines of Devils...we are to go 
forth to proclaim the ffiSSAGE, giving NO 
HEED to those who lead away from the TRUTH.“ 

and restore man, through o-o-o-o-o-o TO THE WATCHMAN. 1906, p.3 
o-o-o-o-o-o Lettie Gray tract, “UNITY." 

“I saw a Company who stood well guarded 
and firm, and would give NO COUNTENANCE 
to those who would unsettle the established 
Faith'of the Body. God looked upon them 
with approbation. I was shown 3' Steps - 
1,2,and 3. The 1st., 2nd,, & 3rd. Angels’ 
MESSAGES. Said the Angel, WOE TO HIM who ~ 
shall move a Block, or stir a Pin in these 
MESSAGES. THE TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF THESE 
MESSAGES is of vital, importance. The des
tiny of Soul's HANGS, upon the manner in 
Wiich they are received." SG I:I68/M 258.
o-o-o-o—o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o—o—o—0-0—o—0-0—o 

FIGHTING.
When the Day comes that the Battle is over 

“Of his LAW ■ God says, "The LAW of the Lord and the Rewards are handed out - and if
is perfect^ CONVERTING the Soul; the TESTI- it can be said that we Fought a Good Fight-
MONY of the Lord is SJ3RE, making WISE the then on that Day we will not be Ashamed

■ simple. The STATUTES of the Lord are RIGHT, to have it said that we are "Fighters."
rejoicing the HEART: the COMJMNDKENT* ‘of the How about you? You could Share in the Re-' 

ward also. Will you have any Stars in your 
Crown? These will not be Won without Fight-


